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SEASON'S WEED Merchandise Orders
y Teachers
MORGAN WILL Count
On
C. W. A. Pay STUDY CENTER Many Here W ill Hear
,
IS $5.96 FOR THE
SPE
AK
ON
TVA
PLANS GIVEN
Are
Goi
Rap
ng
idl
y
Dr. Morgan at Paris
)FIVE SALE DAYS
AT PARIS 16TH
AT MEET HERE
Latimer, Hazel, ReExpect Visitors From Entire
Dam Club Takes 1 AURORA C1.1jB
ceives Year's Highest
100 Teachers Attend 2-Day
Section to Hear Member.
'Em Young—Old
Price of $22.50
Conference at College
of Authority
Monday-Tuesday
Of CALLO WAY
FIRST 2 DAYS AVERAGE
SPEAKING-TO-RE AT
$6.26; THIS WEEK $5.96
EDUCATION FOR
NEXT TUESDAY
NOW liAS 251
AINEMPLO/ED ALM
Hazel Folks Join; Many
BIG LEGION MEET
New Members Listed in
4Ant
This Issue
HERE JANUARY 19

KT

4

COttaty sehool teachers in the
one and two room schools began
their duties Moseley morning on
C. W. A. pay. The schools formerls' scheduled to run seven
months were cut to six at the
beginning of the year as a necessary econerny measure. Through
the C. W. A.-the schtsole were
con t need
an' _ addltio-11AL two
weeks at no teacher expense to
the county.

The Merchandise Order bustDees hi picking up. Since tobacco has begun to move a '
good many subscribers in the
county are beginning to come
In. ppy up their subscriptions
sped get their twee
orders.
We are also glad *to acknowledge several nese aubacsibersand we welcome theft to our
large family of subscribers.
leserybrety understands the
simple Merchandise Order plan.
With each dollar paid on any
KU b.icription
in Calloway or
esti)
immediately
adjoining
county we give a 35c Free

Merchandise Order. This order
is given on any merchant who
has had a minimum of a 10inch
advertisement in , the
paper current to the time the
order Is issued.
The Aurora -Darn Club has
Any time within thirty dese
probsibly the youngest memafter the subscriber eets ids
bers of any club in Murray.
-Ordoesaksorelere he may take
The Club took membership
The season's average on the
them to the merchant desig-last week for Lochie Fay Hart
Dr. 11...A. Morgan, member of
Murray tlbors is $5.96 with WedApproxim
ately
100
teachers
nated and the merchant will
and Barbara Glenn Ashcraft.
the Tennessee Valley Authority
nesday'a sales.
The first two
enrolled in a two-day conference - At the time of their becomin
honor each order for Mc in
and President of the University
g
of the season last week
which was held at Murray Stat
merchandise or /services just
members the Hart infant was
of Tennessee, will speak to the
showed an average of $e.26 while
Teachers College- Monday and
the same as 115c in cash. If
ten days old and the Aahcraft
farmers and business men -of the
this week's averags dropped to
Tuesday for the consideillig of infant was 37 days old.
you buy a dollar's worth of
lower Tennessee valley region at
$5.45 and includes Monday. Tues"Educeggorear. erograros for thg
DIRECTORS TO MEET
stuff, you may tender 85e La- Paris- en-Tweedes, Janattry
tet
day and Wednesday sales. The
Be
Commander
and
State unemployed." Superintendent W. -----‘‘oletes- Nese is the daughter
cash and the 33c Merchandise - 1:30 P. m., F. Marion
AT PARIS TUESDAY
Mr.
of
and
Allen,
Mrs.
George
Hert
Adjutant
highest price of the season was
To
Speak
at Court
J. Caplinger of Murray public
Order and the)
pay for
president of the Henry County
apd was born Christmas day
House at 2:00 P. M.
received by John Latimer._ of
schools, WRB in charge of the
the dollar's worth of MerchanWith the
ball of ,enthusiaern
Aurora Club, announced today.
being the youngest member.
Repel, on the Farmers Floor. His
meeting, which was called by
dime.
and effort growing bigger and
Barbara
Aslicraft
Glenn
Dr.
tisk
is
Morgan
The Calloway
is one of the
telacco brought $22.50.
Postof
"
the
Homer
W.
Nichols,
Frankfor
We will contirffte to offer
t, daughter of Mr. and
greatest authorities on agricul- American Legion will be hosts State
Mrs. G. C.‘- more powerful every hour, Wesdirector of special educaWednesday's sales totaled 27,these orders until everyone
tern Kentucky and Western TenAsheraft, cif College Addition.
tural
matters In
to State Commander J. Q. Lackey, tion. The meeting
the
United
055 Pounds for $1,345.40, an
was attended
has had an opportunity to dia.
nessee continue to get-behind- the
States and he will tell the people sJr... and State Adjutant T. H. by teachers
The
Dam
CIpb
also
take
average
, school boards, high
of $4.97.
pone of his tobacco crop_
sales
Aurora Dam.
by
of this section what the construc- Hayden here Friday week, Jan- school
'cm
old
and
has
several
old
Principals, county
floors: Murray. 11.320 pounds Hod* Will Disease
However, we wield advise you
and
Di';'
'
- Arthur Morgan, -•of the
Proposal to
tion
Aurora
of
naryDam
members
and
Includin
19,
distria
at
'big
Nat
g
Ryan,
meeting
at
the
for $534.96, an average of $4.72;
MY superintendents and visitor.
not to delay but to come in
University of Tennessee, a memGet New $27,000 Jail at
bution
of
-court
'Payer
Sr..
will
house.
mean
E.
Diuguld,
S.
to
Sr.,
Or.
from the college.
Farmers, ' 4,475
as 'soon as possible and get
pounds
ftif
ber of the Tennessee
Valley
23,000 Cost.to OoOnty.
farmers and business men
John W. Carr, and J. H.
Each of these men are out$212.94, an average of $4.17;
your orders.
Authority, will be beard by a
H. 0. Kimbler. superintendent
Churchil
l
which
is
He
conclusive
will be introduced by Chan- standing citizens and good speak- of Henders
Growers,
11,260
Please remember that theee
pounds
large delegation from Calloway
for
County
on
schools, that the
Judge E. P. Phillipa has called
club interests those
cellor Toni C. Rye, war Governor ers. No ex-service man can af- who pregided
$597.40, sat average of $5.31.
county when he speaks at Parts,
over the Monday
a meeting of the Calloway coun- orders are given only at the
of
all
ages.
Mi.' Ryan is the
of Tennessee and life-long friend ford • to miss this rtseeting anti the session,
Tennessee next Tuesday _afterSales' two days
spoke briefly concernholt. .week ty fiscal court for next Tuesday, hedger & Tithes office on sub. of the
oldest being 82 years of age.
educator. The place of public is likewise invited.
meriptians in (Xtlioway and adnoon at 1:30 o'clock. Paris 1H
ing the educational crisis facing
totaled: 119,865 pounds for an
will be the first meeting for
The anawer to the fillet
the speaking will be announced
joining counties and that we
The addresses of these speak- the State and' Nation.
making plans for a big day and
average
of $6.26.
Mr. memship question
Sales
by the new magistrates who took
is W. 'J.
later.
cannot give them on club
expects hundreds of visitors from
ers...will be of as much interest Nichols, outlining Kentucky's profloors were:
Murray, 45,630 office the first of the year.
Caplinger who walked into the
- Plans are being made to care to men who are not ex-soldiers gram tor unemployed , teachers,
all sections of Western Kentucky
"pounds. an
average or 8.77-;
Important etisIneas will also orders..
Churchill funeral home as the
for the largest crowd that ever as to the ex-soldiers.
We have an extremely atand Western Tennessee.
said the demand for college study
Fanners floor, 31,040 pounds for come before the court. Amon(
meetipg
forming
the
organtattended a speaking at Paris.
Dr. John W. Carr, president of
an average of $6.34; Growers, the most important is a proposal tractive clubbing over with
It. H. Hood, commander of the centers vas greater in Western 'zation was breaking up. LeMr. Allen stated that -.Aurora Calloway Pout who
'the
Murray State College. Invited Dr.
daily ( alrieW4
34,530 pounds for an average of to get a new county Jail,
will introduce Kentucky than in any other part
coating
aser
Robertso
was
n
second
and
Dam clubs at lower West Ken- the speakers,
Morgan to speak in chapel at the
$61)3f Altb0C111110D, 6.665 pounds approximately $27,000, at a cost Louisville, which will continue
very urgently re- of the State. Approximately 60d
Robert Jones third in membercollege Tuesday morning, but the
for an average of $5.62.
to the county of only $3,000. through January and Feb- - tuciry and West Tennessee are quests every ex-service man in high school-graduates-in Western. ship
being asked to cooperate to have the county,
rnary, ending on February 28
latter replied that though he
regardless of whether Kentucky have asked for study
Sales for three days this week The work would be done with
a big rally here for Dr. Morgan's he belongs to
without extension. This offer
would be unable to come to Murthe American centers, it was announced. Under
totaled ft,065 pounds for an CWA labor and approximately
ray Tuesday he hoped to be &his
in 'both the Ledger & Times
first sPeparance before a Paris Legion or not,
the proposed plan, the Governthree-fourth
s
of
!the
material
average
attend,
'
this
of
$5.45.
Sale.
audience.
an dthe daily tburter-Journsu
to come at a later date.
meeting.
Many things Of vital ment will pay for conducting the
by floors: Murray, 35,985 pounds cost would be obtained from the
Interest in the
for one year for $4.00 but this
The Aurora Dana Club of CalAurora Dam interest to ex-soldiers and
centers
with
Murray
College
governm
ent.
Prelimin
ary
estiloran average of $5.75; Farmers,
citizens
project has grown rapidly since wilt be discusse
O'er is only for subscribers
loway county continues to grow.
d. ,Remember the supervising the curriculum-- and
16,164 potinds for an average of mates call for a structure to costthe announcement was recently date, January
The total 'Memberphip is now 251
getting their mail where the
111; being Friday standards, collega....credit -to- be
$5.21; Growers, 32,420 pounds $27,151, the county contributin
and several new members were
°airier-Journal does not have made by the TVA that it was in- of next week.
given to students taking_ these
for an average of $5.38; Associ- $3,416. Material salvaged from
cluded in President Roosevelt's
included
a carrier boy. The reason for
this week.
courses.
Charley
ation, 7,500 for an average of The old jail is estimated to yield
The meeting of the Calloway
plan for development of the Tenthis la that the Courier-Journal
"Murray will co-operate-as far Well Known Catizen Was 74 Denham has been doing a lot 'of
$416.
$4.80.
post. originally scheduled for JanYears
of Age; Leaves' Number
fiessee river and that the authoreffective work In Hazel and the
desires to protect its carrier
as possible with the program,Judge C. A. Hale, who reuary 18 has been postponed to
of Prominent Relatives.
ity desired to begin construction
following members from Hazel
declared Dr. J. W. Carr, presitired January 1, tag taltiag,an ac- boys and this is its ruling, not
s
the
19th.
on it this spring.
were turned Si by Mr. lienbata
ours.
dent, in his discussion on adult
tive... interest _Sis the project.
Funeral 'sere-lees- for Telinnie this week: Chas_Denham,
This is an mutual offer as
education.
The work _must- be
0, B.
'Wei 'has complete plans
the regular price of the daily
-done under the close supervision Ft. Hale, 74 years of age, were Tuehbow, D. C. Clanton, J. E.
for the proposed new jail, which
held
Sunday
afternoo
n
1u$0
at
Little...tor
Couriere
Journal he '115 a year
of the heads -of- the college deW; W Perry, Claude__
were drawn by the Kirby Wilo'elock from the Elm,GrovesBaPJoseph' R. Miller, Kenneth
partments. he added.
liams Steel Works, of Jacison. by maiL itemember, you menet
tiet
church.
The
Revs.
-0.
A.
act before February 28 to get
room, W. DssaellY. Jr., -A, 11.
M. 0. Wrather, Calloway CounTenn Three sets of plans were
Services Held At Scott's OFWVID prepared
this club.
ty school- superintendent, spoke Marrs and R. F. Pregoty were in Miller, Frank
Welton,- W.'"E.
Mrs, Fravv.W—
- and competitive bids
ensie'r annoitt
charge
of
Tuesday; Leaves Nine Milthe
services.
Burial Dick.
on the county program in adult
will be obtained If the project is
that she wit quit business
was
in
the
dren and Relatives.
church Cemetery./
The following additional full
education.
A rousd,--table dis(Ached.
Murray on
February I.
Mrs. Stockholders Meeting Held Tues-cussion concluded the morning • Mr. Hale had been hr Hybealth members joined up in !Murray:,
Heusler announces a clean sweep
day;
Swann,
Hart,
Beale,
Funeral services for W. C.
for the past year and death came Noith ,Moody, W. 11. Fox, Miss
session.
male of the stock of the Hensler
Ite-named.
Overbey. 1/5 years of age, were
Glenn Ashcraft. Mint Miss
Laura ,-DeephOuse, in Saturday evening easy. ' He was Barbara
,shop this w7k.
held Tuesday afternoon , at
oliarge of child care and develop- a prominent farmeVof the coult- Lochie Fay Hart, H. E. Outland,
Stockhol
She
ders
wishe
of
to thank a,ch and
the Bank of
o'clock trot
the Scott's Grove
nient at the University of Ken- ty. and had been a resident of E. M. alfr011iS ROY Dra.bater, C. P.'
everyone for their courdesies and Murray met Tuesday and selected
church. Eldtfir I. A. Douthitt and
tucky, discussed "Nurses Schools." the Elm Grove community for the Clark, Wendell Patterson, Murray
director
cooperat
s
for the corning year.
ion and states that It is
A. M. Hawley were in charge of
Manager Hendricks
Miss Ata Lee, State supervisor of past 40 years where he was Consumers Coal & Ice Co., Luck
of the Governor Rec.:Mini-rids Consolida- with regret
that she has made The directors Tuesday night chose
the services. Burial was in the Capitol Theatre has a very entertion of 78-State Departments
home
economics, spoke on "Prob- always itecrivn as a fine Christian Burt, Prentice Lassiter, H. H.
the decision, necessitated by her the following Officers: W. S.
church cemetery.
Boggess, O. S.- Wall, Joe P. LasMing program carded for the next
lems
In
Horne-Making." Dr. J.
ineo 13 Agencies,
health at
the
advice of her Swann. president. Tremon Beale, A. Outland,
Mr, Overbey was one of the fee days. For tonight, the desiter, Raymond Parks, Fred Barcounty health officer, and good citizen.
physician. She also wishes to ex- vice-president, George Hart, cashcountel - most widely
known lightful and dainty roan Crawaddressed the body on "Malaria
Mr. Hale is survived by his ber. R. A. Starks, Frank Pout.
Frankfort. Ky., Jan. 7—Con- press her appreciation to MM. ier, Luther Dunn, assistant cash- In Western Kentucky," and
older tizetre and- leaves a wide lord is seen in "Dancing Lady",
Interest 'in the darn is spreadDr. widow, Mrs. Die Hale, three sem,
ier,
Elbert
Sam
Lassiter
Robinson
was
who
re-name
has
d
so
capabsolidatio
n of the present approxicircle of friends and acquaint- a truly great musical groductiop.
B. B. Keys, Murray, member of Lubie Haja,.---Delbert -Artie and ing to furthermost corners of the
teller.
Miss
ly
and
Martha
efficient
Reid
ly
Kenmanaged
the
was. He was a resident of the Comedy—POpeye the Sailor._ _"I. mately seventy-eight departments
district. Enthusiasm is high at
nedy and Herman ROSS-, book- the State Board of Health, gave Leon Hale and two daughters,
and agencies of the State Govern- store here.
county for
great many years Yam What I Yam".
an- address On "Health Problems Mrs. Jessie Outland and Mrs. places as far from the - dam as
keepers.
Max
Hurt
was
re-named
.coming to Calloway' from. ChrisFriday night Lee Can-non and ment into thirteen -administraOnte Owen. He -oleo leaves thyee Union City, Tenn.. and MeiroPee
secretary -ef the board of direc- In Kentucky."
tive departments and five indetiaeltunty.
leaves a host His cannon
Citizenship
BiliAs and
and goverment sisters, Mrs. Minnks„McPherson, Its, Ill. Paducah has organized
Ralph
tors.
pendent agencies will be recom:set relatives and 'is survived by Brausa and His
were discussed Tuesday morn- Mrs. Hattie Hill, and hrre. Dona a vigorous' club and is securing
ye will bes_t__.ee
The
mended to the General Assembly
directors are: J. TE ing, and "The Handica
To daughters and seven sons.
in
person.
Amatuer
Vodvil
pped Ter- Pace. He leaves five brOthers, members at a rapid pace.
Churchill, L. L. Dunn, E. S.
'__Mr. Overbey became
When the directors meet at
last will be in full Sway Friday•nIght now in session by Gov. Ruby Lafsop- was the theme of the final Ed Hale, of Detroit, and
Diuguig, Sr., George Hart, Max
Friday and death Caine Monday at. featuring local taleht.-The iiereen loom- and his advisory council,
aession.S/1.:1 Smith, Paducah:. Cattle, Charley, and 011ie, all of .Paris Tuesday it i.e altogether
B. Hurt, -Frank Beaman, M. T.
his home on the Benton Highway. picture for Friday and Saturday the Chief Exacutiye_ egnounced
-C. Pogue, Murray; Dr. G. T. the county.
Last week we submitteel
He also leaves a likelse that they will select repe-s bids on Morris, L. N. hteody,
Nat Ryaes -Hicksvaturrays-J•
He was a member of the Church is that sensational'spectacle'- "Son today,
IL Richmond, host of . other relatives and a reruniastees front Western Keit.
a_ Com pliceted ruling...Ms:1er sone Sr., W. S. Swann,
Tremon
Beale, Frankfort; Mrs., J. 0. Patton. wide acquaint
tucky and-Western Tennessee to
of Christ and was highly respect- of Kong". A thrilling presentaof our good customere,„Special I..
ance of friends to
E. Wyatt, M. 0. Wrather, F. Wurksey;
go to K'ashinistau and look after
'ed as Christian citizen. tion of nature going mad. Also
Will Young. Wingo; mourn his de.
ruling is done only in the largest E.
Crawfor
d
and.J. D. Sexton. ,-Dr. Frances Ross
Mr. Overbey was preceded in cartoon and serial.
Hicks, Murray;
Mr. Hale was horn and reared the interest of thsesdam befote
cities and since the printing Part
death by three wives. He marCongress.
Dr. Ora Kress Masons Mnrray; in Calloway county and was
Monde)
, and Tuesday- "Eight
was a little unuseal we- thought
one
ried Victoria Deetney,
Girle-in A Boat", a collegiate picMr. Wrather and Miss Martha of sixteen"'sons and, daughter
we would see whet the printing
s,
Thornton' and Fannie Hutchens. ture will bring plenty of
Jane Blackburn, Paducah, spoke. eight of whom are now living
would cost.
amuse
The Young Men's D,esuocratic
He leaves two daughters. Mrs. J. meat.- Also comedy and cartoon.
and eight deceased. He was a
The
job
was
quoted-be a NashClub met last Friday night with
W: Cole, cquneY, and Miss Ruth
On Wednesday and Thursday.
member of te Methodist Church.
Only a very small attendance, 'Phe ville house and Nashville is one
Overbey at home, and seven sons, Gary Cooper playa the
The C. W. A.
remen of proleading club voted
of the biggest printing cities in
to
extend
their
Detroit,
of
next
.
E.
H. Ns Dixon, role- in "One Sunday Afternoon.jecte
nye- city and county met
meeting datei to Friday night, the county with a reputed low Sunday afternoo
Ill., and Coleman, 4:of Muskogee, Far Wray, Frances Fuller,
n•with Dr. J. A.
Neil March 9.
schedule of prices.
------Okla., and W. S., Bradley, J. J. Hamilton _and_ Roscoe.
Outland, /county health officer,
. Karns
We
submit
you
herewith a cone' for 'net-ruction in first /Ltd work
200 Growers Adopt itesolutione
R. lir
and R. F: Overbey, all of the supporte Cooper in this highly
seci7
e-ta-ry- of
county.
the Aurora Dam Club was pres- partson of the figures submitted anti to hear members of the C.
to Hail Sales at'May
entertalptair features,
--- -the
by
Nashville house with the
ent and explained to club memA. headquarters explain vari- Mayor Swann Has First Meeting
'Weellamsday.
•bers the purpose of the Aurora printing prices we figured.
FRANKFORT; Ky.,
ous phases of the work.
With Council Friday; To
9—A
resolutioe, requesting Kentucky's
.Cluti
Three tickets were sold
MAYFIELD, Ky., Jan, 10—
:Canso l::WA Work.
About- fifty, were present for
'Our
Nashyllie
Senators and Congressmen to do Two hundred,, tobacco growers
and several given out to be ofQuantity
the meeting. Leslie Pogue and
Price Pqre
fered in the county.
copnties in
Mayor W. S. Swann met for all ist their power to have the representing
1,000 ....$ 5
the
Herman Broach also addressed
211
federal rovernment construct a eastern and western dark fired
2,000 ...: 8 ,z' 14
the group{ It was explained to the lieet-time with She city counPower
Work began on the city airdam
districts
on
the Tennessee river
of Kentucky and Tennes73,000- •
the foreman that the substitution cil Friday night and air organiza17 _
near Aurora, attput 49 miles from see, meetings here this morning
morning with a
k! No one should
signals of School Traffic Officers' port Tuesday
,
mplain about of men ,on the
projects, using tion meeting was hell Clopton,
crew
Paducah
, was inlooduced tettay in adopted resolutiont requesting the
of 23 men on duty. Carl
printing prices.
Must Be Oheyid by
Murray. They others than the ones approved, the only new. councilmen, had
the
Hendrec
Senate and referred to a com- governors of Kentucky and Tenks is foreman of the proare Just abo
Notoriety;
the lowest in the plated the foreman directly re- served at several meetings ifter
ject. The field being prepared
mittee for consideration.
nessee to call e holiday on tobacThe Western Dark Fired To- etatilatry.
„ aponsible in case of injury. to being appointed . several-. weeks
by the C, W. A., -ie located on the bacco Growers
_A resolution sponsored by Sen- co sales until the federal governago to siceeed H. C. Breath.
the Substitute. .
The scout safety patrol,- for
Association let the
\sDr. Henalee) and J„ H. Coleman contract for the
Mayor Swann announced his ator Torn Turner 412.1._of Callo- ment can take action toward imthe protection'of the school chilinsurance for the
property'
-be the Coldwater road 1933 crop stored
conamittees for the year Satur- way county, who is interested in proving Prices for the 1933 crop.
dren cre Murray, *ill be inaugurin their warejust Northwest of Murray.
'flay- morning: finance, Foreman the Tennessee Valley development
The resoltitions also ask the
houses at a meeting of the execated Monday by the Murray Boy
The work will represent an ex- utive committ
federal government to set up an
Graham, chairluan, and R. P._ program. would 'Initial
repr
-Scout ebuticil in conjunction with
ee Friday. The J.
penditure Of about $2,000 and C. Emerson
Holland; street. 117---fe Helfand; sentattve al the Tranneseee Valley acegage reduction munpaign for
A meeting was held of the
Company, Mayfiel
.the American Automobile Aswill include the levelling of the handling the
and J. 7. Wallis' public safety, Authdrity to address the Senate
elation.
ei in
American Insur ce, stockholders of
the .C.a.lisiiny
James Chaney, 12 years of age, J.
site and 'the sewing in lespedem of Newark, N.
Approximrtely 20 counties were
W. Oiopton,' And Henry 'El- at an early date.'
All motorists are required to
J., receiv
the County Farm Doan Association was accidentally shot in the right
liott;
represented at the meeting. The
cemetery,
Dr. W.• H.
---. obey the eignals of the youthful to ,prevent- erosion. The Reifies insurance'.
Tuesday.. The directors- fee--the shoulder Decembe
r
29,
when
a
for
the
field are for a period of
Graves and Henry' Elliott.
resolutions were drawn up by a
traffic officers, who will be Idenyear were Mimed: George Hen, shot gen held
A meeting of Wise
by Rudy WilkergrOwers
five years. The city council voted
Members of the couneil will
committee composed of s Keys
tified, bi red Sam Browne beltrkwas 'held at May Id Wednes- Conrad Jones, H. T. Watdrop, P. son accidentally dischatged. About
to
pay rontat of 150 a year and
make an inspect* of the city
Futrell. Calloway <meaty; Tolbert
They hive the right to hohl up
farm adlust- H. Thornton, W. H. Finney. A 60 shot were said to have enter- streets'Monday and
the Young Business Men's Club day to -consider
Lyell, Colima; J. B. Swann, Calname another
meeting wilt be held next week ed the shoulder
...traffic. Any iinciforiet who-Thinks
"meet plan.
.
the
is
He
eon of CWA project. Although there hae
le guaranteeing $25 a year.
Almo will play the strong Sym- loway: Jaffee Wood, Calloway.
he can disregard the -signals of
for the purpose of naming of- MT. and Mrs. Etrice
Chaney of been no additional -quota given sonia five at Almo
ficers for the year.
Friday night. and H. C. Shemwell, McCracken.
officers will
/
t 13 t' SCOU t traffic
near Elm Grove. The permanent the city the
project will he in Thisis thertrst game of Syriadoobtless find himself facing •
effect of the shot cannot be de- line foribe
first extension of the sonia with a Calloway team. The CCC Camp Here Is
siarisnt for reckless driving.
terinined Sot the youth shows tiro-work.
Graves five is one of the outScout safety .patrols will be
Named "Camp Murray"
proventent from the wound.
- '—
standing of tte•county and is exput on at both the city high
pected
Only
to give- Coich Deweeee and
one 1934 license. for a
school and the
"Camp Mnrray's testhe etcher
urray Training
All strawberry growers of C
BIRTHS, DEATHS IN
the. Blue and White warriora
tnotor car has been issued at the
School. Tte object is. of cotiree, loway county
The C.,W. A. payroll for-laat
a title of the CCC cameo located onwhd are inter ed office of -the
CITY ARE EQUAL hard tussle after the'holiday rest the South aide of the city.
county clerk gild week was r8,400:68 leartlit
protection t sciicrI children from In co-opera
er
tive arrangem
for that far a truck. Automobile
which left them aleggian
traffic fateilitisb of Which there 'shipping and
with 713 men now on the ro s.
Camp olficials left the naming
market'
berries owners have until Februar
Births and depths in the city
Coach pinning will take
y _l to This is an increase over the preyare theffisaind* fiterotiii - -United ,for the 1934 season
his of_the camp to the Rotary Club
Officers
and
entploye
s of the of Murray (heave 1933 were Red Birds to towes
are requested obtain their 1914 tags and all
States. eiery week.
are i011
Saturday and the Amerlean Legion and a
week as addational
to meet at the court house Sat- waiting'
men court house spreeepted Judge C about equal accordin
g to records glight for the second 01tra-eounty Committ
in the hopes that the were added' in - the
. ...
ee from theselleo organ-malaria con- A. Hale with a yeti- and pencil of Treman
urday afternoon, January, 20, at liedslatu
Beale,
vital
re
game
statistiwill
this
week
reduce
end. The Ref& izations. ohamploned
the license trol project.' A projeet haa been
it Pays to Read the Classifieds 1:30 o'clock.
by Hall
set upon
'retiremeat-the first enn. Births for the year were Birds' last
fee? before that date.
added this week, the city airport. of the year.
game was a 47-27 Hood, derided op "Camp Mur.
79 and deaths were 80.
win over Bard well,
ray".
John

FISCAL COURT TO
MEET NEXT WEEK

JOHNNIE R. HALE
BURIED SUNDAY

W. C. OVERBEY, 85
._FNERAL TUESDAY
_

HENSLg_ R SHOP
QUITS BUSINESS

BANK OF MURRAY
OFFICIALS NAMED

MERGERS OF STATE
Capitol Theatre Will
Show Late Sensations FUNCTIONS URGED

Comparison of Local
and City Printing
Prices

Democratic Club
Holds Meet Friday

C. W. A. Forem,eii
Met Sunday -P. M

MAYOR NAMES NEW Turner IS Pushing _
Project Before
'CITY COMMITTEES Dam
Kentucky Assem

LEAF HOLIDAY
SOUGHT AT MEET

bly

4..

-SCHOOL SAFETY Work Starts on
Muny Airport
PATROL PLANNED

Weed Assc. Lets
Insurance Contract

Far Loan Ass'n.
/ Name Is_____XiLectors Chaney Youth Shot29
Accidently Dec.

("

County Teams To
Meet Graves 5's

Strawberry Growers
To Meet Here 20th

No

to Licenses eing Gotten,,Here C. W. A.PAYROLL
IS $8,400.68
-I
Judge Hale Given
Pen, Pencil Set

vaap,
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Monday.
.Thirmas Reddest spent the Week
and in Birmingham with --Mrs.
Redden who As. 'teaching at Pt,
Marshall
school
Necessity
in
county, near iti rotingintni, this
tcmm
Ladies" all Wool sweidere. $mss
value, at $1.45-at Duke's.
The executive board of the
First Descries
Fahmatiatial Association met in Murray Monday
afternoon.
returned
Pack maim
William
,
Tuesday from a business trip to

ociil

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
College Band To Give Annual Free
Martin's Chapel
AT THE CAPITOL
'
I
• -.-. Mr. And Mrs. Steve Hurt tiltmormi -Concert in -Auditorium This Evening
I

Mrs. Trent= Beale, who brat ver Route 4, was an operative
been seriously JR at the KeysagAtre Keys-Houston HoeMousion HospittrIlliest SittardaY. Pleat
N
Wade Enotth, age 30. son of
The many Meads Of 1 Sellirff Mr. and Mrs. r J. Eno
ofof
Hugh Thomisson will be shut to Lynn Grove. Route 1, was taken
learn that he as improving vat the to the Mason Hospital Saturday
.where he has night,„suffereng with various cum
been treated for'pneumonia since and lactirationS as a result-of a
A son was born to Mr. and
January 1. Mr. Thompson's con- fight at a road house on the Pa- Mrs. Hubert Outland of Hazel.
dittos became serious shortly dueah Highway. north of Murray. January 4.
• atter adinittatect and relatives it was necessary to take 32
W. S. Swann was in Frankfort
were called.
stitches in /00.114. Fapliki.bead on _hardness the first Of the week.Mr. mid Mrs. H. IL Overbey, of and face.'
Mrs. Edd Mayer hits returned
Dixon, Ill., attended the funeral
Mr. and Mrs. Delvie Langston from tier home in East _Kentucky
and Mrs. Cattle Outland, South where she wax called on account
Eighth street, motored to Lou
of the death of her father.
of the denesmed.._ _
New Strait bata, crere
title Sunikes---Tiati#74bilted Mr..
earbsoeln-''
sed
1:be
wC
aY.w
s das°
fahlitohrtUrp°N.so!
iL
TuaMisof Hhuia
ghY.'T
hata-te--add--_chic
from the KeNs-Hoilston Clinic mother. Mrs Hodges. and broth- ainter ,eiatbeet. Also smart,- allRobert Armstrong ami
Tinniday folio'. mg treatment tor er, Glenn Hodges. The latter Is time telts--;nrieed low Friday and
Helen Mack, who are feapneuententa.
Walker, - at
--Mrs.
in a C. C. C. camp near Louis- Satnrdief.
tured in "Son of Kong," at
Final reduction Ladies Print- ville.
Duke's Store.
Ness Coats: $27.3.0 tallies go at
Laid,* Suede Jackets. $SE& '' Miss Martha Elisabeth Parker. the Capitol Friday and Satet21.00 terse*
go at values go at $SE& At Duke's. Mrs. (Angles Wallis, Miss Velma urday.
1111575,
wgis able to • ree. Mrs. Burgess Pieter. Jr..
Mrs. Leslie Farr
814.30, $17.00 values go at
mid Mes. Engle .Tyree spent -Friday Vera Fasberg of Lone Oak. They
teave the lireseHoirston
*12.30. At Dukes.
E. H. Overbey. of Detreit, and for her home in,Mayfield Satur- in Mayfield.
also visited her brother, Eld. T.
Coleman Overbey. of Muskogee. day.
See the new 'styles in swim G. Shelton, of Paducah.
Nen! New! Sprits. hats dresses-it Duke's.
New
Oklahoma. attended the funeral'
Mrs-frawk Hensler, of Paris
THE HENSLER FASION SHOP was a visitor in
of their lather, the lase W. C. In the Ness rityleti and materials.
Murray last
specially priced for Friday and announces in this borne else Thursday
Overbey. Tuesday.
with, the -.Hensler
are strasits for the well Saturday. _Mrs.-Walker at Duke's a here, a going out of business Fashioq Shop.
sale. commencing Jan. 12. Don't
known and antionstly esh-tortised Store.
T. 0. Baucum, T:
Machine".
"Maytag
Meson Ross was An_ .11.emphie fall to 'nail toursell of this op- Odie
Wasiblisto
Wallace Rey
merportunity
good,
viewing
clean
to
Saturday
get
the
'new
to
comes
wbegi_it.
1//011 are (real
were visitors. in Louisville /last
greatly
Hats,
(handl...a
which
reduced.
1934.
car
for
for
tveniesice and labor-savfam Come
Friday and Satueday. "
Coats, Drosses, lingerie. etc.
in and Nee them. sieztoa Ibos. JItle local representative.
Miss Winifred keys. left:Mem
Andre Pignon. of Paducah. was
Miss Eva. Cobb of Lynn Grove, day for Hopkinsville to -resume
Cab SleeEl was discharged from
the Clink-Hosp4a1 Saturday for the luncheon guest of Mr. and left.Sunday to visit her brother, her studies at Bethel Women's
treatment el a badly lacerated Mrs. W S. Swann last Thursday J. W. Cobb. and family. in Nash- Cellege.after spending the holi• days with her parents, Dr. and
at the opening of the Murray v1114 Tenn.
kp received from a fall.
your coal from R. T.• Mrs. B. B. Keys.
Mrs. H. B. Taylor has returned tobacco markeL ..M1.. rie'test. a
from Jacksonville, Fla., where native of Parts. Frances. has Flariey I Son. phone 150. 2000
Order your coal from R. T.
Best grade Parley it non, phone 150. :MOO
she *mem the holidays with her been a resident et Paducah for lbs. in every tom
son. IL Boyce Jr.. and Mrs. TAY- the past six or seven years where
lbs. in every ton. Dent- grade
. and Mrs. Humphreys Key-, =ale.
Mr. Mr..Taylor is city- editor of he supervises purchases of tobs...
sat
•
mid
Fteneb....goiernment.at
co
for
the
the JacksonrilleY News. C.a&M _for the PresMr. and _Mrs. Dudley Johnson
•
Rev. and Mrs. E. W. -kluzedon ent. elated relatives near Lynn and family moved this week from
Mr. and Mrs- L. M. Overbey,
Jr., Paducah, atiended the funeral have returned to their home in Gro e during the holidays.
College Addition to the Mrs.
and She. Dreanon Faber of Kennie „tones' residence on; West
01W. C. Overheeut Scott:a Grove Henning*. Tenn-, after a vialt•with
Mrs. Maxedon's relatives in the Nes villa, visited his relatives at Main streets,.
Tantlia.S.
y• Amid oolialiVeats-4L-i-Bresea-bas-ffotefi
'
Mr. - tad Mrs if. 'E. Peallierist
- -affl weal Lipper sweat-Freak Mills. near Itimints- and family have moved from Col*Merest of C. H. Redden in the
is slowly recuperating from lege Addition and have an apartjprmer firm of Brame: and Red- ers. $2.30 tattles, go at 111-140. at bee
a • m abscess after a stay in ment at the residence of Mrs.
-den and is operating with his son. Didoes..„,
raaloh as Bjallif..1 • Som. makers M. W. E. Smith. wife of Meg a M yfteid hospital.
Annie
Wear on North
Fifth
SmithUemmander of the
- B. -L. liendher. of Farin- street.
..of Miirray Made Harems
'tat
n.
has
Cane.
been
wise patient at the Keysquite Ill Tenni
One reek carried etagir winger
We want to bay a tea airs of
trouble, but is slightly good term
.adista, eboire--$1.1115 at Inake's. Houston Hospital „Saturday tor fres
Can pay 40 cents
•-• Mrs. Cservis Gallimore. of Put- treatment of an injuredshoulder. brit
delhered. See us. N.
per
.See oar,
•
year trial from R. T. P. "Illetistme.
INFE.itehisa
•& non. phone 130. 2000
Singes tor -520.410. kira oar $1.50
Mr: intir We: William Furches
Lanterns etteersuillits: We &aft Om
every eonDem trade have moved from East•Poplar to
•
THIs -$54- TEST FRES
a- good *solacement of floor-seines
South Third stretrinto--.....
if It FARM
to Mr. and Mn. Max
• .t tioahlattder laxative. privvehoiX. at good pribet. b*exton Bros.
Mr. and Mrs. Linville UMW.
. „Abe imparttiew and excess acids
M. 0 Wrather, Harm I. Siedd Chu hill a big
8-pound bol• of Glasgow, Ky.. spear the Meek
awe 0.4 Mettatioa that visage
be
•Clitirehni
Lovett
wedt
to
Fel=
has
•
not
Clet.„-a tesedar t$ ono box of
Med with Mr. and Mrs.,
W.
r K
T C. made bora keselue Circ
.Mondae night arid addressed
-...YeLlut be terrived at (be Drinkard_
yea. }tiger oil.
,After tour
Mason.
American
HospItal Tuesday afterLegion post :of
-tot Metteitiet.. go twee the
Mrs, I..ester Farmer, Mrs. Pollie
so tawt.
roar !Se_ They work on tie Obion county on the,Aurors dam. aeon: Mother and baby are set- Denham
and lr. T. R. Jonesand
airrittor to castor oil on tip
-•Enaidder
irregularityis They received an extkdlent recep- tler along fine.
daughter sp1t Friday is Fulton
lossture• danger vignal and may warn tion and- were .heard by a large
Friends of Carmen Graham in as the
uest of.. Mrs. Thonits
' "VOW at trouble. You awe bound to audience.
the city and county-SOB be glad Bro e- and Mrs. James IfilOwn.
libeI better after thee twanging ..ad
gutyour
-4,:bmpfbod
a c
sayastsg..aarm
and Mrs. Glyco Wells are to learn that he is regoeering
. Brown returned here for
0.
the '-appy ; arents of a eon. born from a six weeks illness. Of In- several days
-a heat seller
visit.
fection of the jaw bong
Miss Aileen Paschall, of'Hazel,
Graham is principal of
spent the week end with Miss
High school,Rowena Jones, of• West Main
Mr. and Mrs. Johnily Grahtm strertg,,,
and little slaughter:Barbara Sue.
Mrs. Lester Farmer and Mrs.
visited with Italie folks over the Kennie Jams left Tuesday-for
.
wetilr-end.
•
Detroit to jolts Mr. ,Farme
-iVtio
' l;r:
i
vtannie Wilkinson. of Is located there and make their
Pu
Tenn.. is visiting her home.
_
Silk. W. G. Wilkinson. abd Mrs.
Denton and Brooks 'Anaitle of
Wilkinson;
on
East
Poplar the Northwest part of the county,
street.
Mrs. Wilkinson is 83 were bound over to the April
years of age.
grand jury after a hearing
i i
Herbert H. Young. has taken countf, Court Wednesday. They
rer_the _service ppe- at - the are charged with shooting chick.,
Beale Motoe Company -front and ens with a sling shot and destroyIs handling Gulf Gasoline and ing of clothes on a elothes line.
Oils.
Mr. Young is as -experienced in the business and ignites
his many friends to 'visit him.
Ititele-Miss--Pranees Isola WitHonor roll --tote the
fourth
son. winner of the Chevrolet oa
111
December 23, men by Murray month is as follows:
.
nem grade:Elena Moody. Joe
! merchants, is only
years of age.
The Ledger & Times in tzt'v;ing the Diet, W. 4E- licCuisfon, Lloyd
i winner gave her age is 12 years. Thompson.
Third grade: James Me, Allehe is the daughter of Mrs. Elva
Wilson, of
1100 West Poplar britten, Veriene Osbron, Keys
Patterson..
street.
,
Fourth grade: Otiste TuoineOrder ayotte coal roma R. T.
i Farley & .Sost, phone 150. 218111 SOD.
Sixth Rade: Relbbie AlibrItten,
li lbs. in em cry ton. Best grade
Harincru-stiwttr,
I iiala.
seeslet-ilsena-MadIRMIE
I t--Atter somitlitte-sseteerat--weeire
Eighth grade: Mack Coleman,
I at fthe
Hospital. Mrs. Newton
Garner returned to her home Hilda Hodges, Bobbie Wilson
East of Murray Wedsesday after- Farley.
Ninth grade_, Glades Alexander.
Eleventh grade: Pauline Wiser,
* Mr. an "Mrs S. R. Pearson
Twelfth grade: Johanr- Wilson,
alnk Hag" Stephen Pearson and
Mr. ' Paul Bryan Willis were
Mr*. Witiean's .room i&. wrklng
guests of Mr. and Mrs H. IP.
r Wear aid HMIst Canis Wes.r dur- 'on a sand table Eekimo project.
Theprimary children are takt, ing-the - Chrisimas holidays.
-Mrs. Clifford Phillips and chit- ing great interest in the. work.
Saturday night, January-'- 13.
dyes spent new years holidey
with Mrs. Phillips' Pieter, Mrs. the Concord basketball team will,
go- io Lowes. giving then: a return-- game. A hard game is e
-peeled as Felix Howard Dunn.
one of our regulars, wit) not -be
ab45 to play because of an riflery
elealeved in the Bat:dwell yearne.
Th# other boys are- in met
t

- Get Up Nights?

C.

I Late, but none the

less in Dead Earnest ...

t- -

.
p

Thanks to every-living
soul that did the least
promoting our 13usiness during 1033.

We still promise not poorer service,--in# better
1. i1-possible

Concord High News
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Ryan's Store

Murray,

ir

Kentucky
€•

laz4e,

aizy /loom in

OUI#YILLI
Double sas° without Both
Single
Single $2.°° Double $3?° with Both

•

tba • enjoy

the distinction do stay at this

-fine Kzntucky hotel at ett.reiviely kw cost.
HOME

OF TUE fAiiYtOUS RATHSKELLER

TEL
ttN
.
''
,
P1 S.111tOc

LIACH

- Supper
WWI" Christman
On ThiMday night Mr. and
Mrs. Steve Hurt were honored
with a supper at Mr. and Mrs.
kap Pool's.
Those present were: Mr. and
Mrs. Steve Hurl and son, S. F., ci4
bleb tertadt,'
Mtsa *-Cteristine
Greece of -Wyatt. Mo.. Mr. and
Mrs. Bee Pool of St. Louis, Mo..
Hi. and lies. Math Pool, Mr. and
Mrs. Ben Pool, Miss Ruth Harmon, Miss Mary Frances Pool.
Mr. Billy Frank Pool, Mr. and
Mrs. Roy Pool.
Music and genies were enjoyed
by all.

Ira recent

Cattle slip,.

rverybody, in
Calloway county subscribes to the Ledger
at Times but nearly
everybody reads it!

vine, is a state champion flute
player.
---Tne, program it as follows:
Miss Marjorie Barton, soloist.
1, Overture to Euryanrie-von
WeberC-•
2. Symphony. in E ?dinarTschalkowskY•
(Andante Cantabile)
3. Symphony in B MinorSchubert.
4. March of,the Toys-Herbert.
5. Piano Solo, LiebestratitueLtszt
6. Valais Triate--Sibeliuts.
7. Horn Quartet, Der Fretschlits-yon Weber.
--S. Suite, Atlantis. The Lost
Continents- Safranck.
Morning
1. Nkoeturse and
--lien -of Psalms.
2t Court Scene. I. Love Song •(The Dance
and Amu).
4. Destruction of Atlantis.

nett

MHz Imogene Hendon, Mayfield, Ky., a student in the Mayfield High school, was, awarni•t1
flint prise In the Public .Diec
Ilion Contest for the Fqat District Education kiiii0-CitillQA at the
held at Mnrray,
distrlet Mai
January 8. The subject of the
winning address was "Why
State should edeastalessiltisearC.
Miss Hendom..who entered as the
representative of Graves' Count\
will compete with winners fr. ,
the ten other educational .1.4.0
tricte in the stete in the fit
*We. Contest to be _held at Les..
thgtcrn .and Frankfort on Thurs.
dey, January IS. First prize in
the state contest, to be awarded
by. the'..K. B.-- A. will be a tom
aeholarthip at.,11.83,college chosen

men

tube

tote
este,
rout
plan
T1
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per
men
In I
men
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1929
is c

Mr. and Mrs. George Shrader
and son. Gene Langston, of Carthage, Mo., Mr. and Mrs. T. D.
Atkins and family. Mr. and Mrs.
Brent Langston and daughter
by ih. winner 16..,
Satin-Marcell, Miss Anniebelle
langistan, Ms. Murray Outland
and children took supper with
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Pool Friday
William Steineke, playing mannight. during Christmas.
ager of the Hodge of fleffid lasMr. and Mrs. George Shrader
ket ball team which
at Lynn
and son. Gene Langston, of Garthage, Ito., visited. relatives here
I used to think that -baking cakes
during the holidays.
in 1931, Howard Brown won Was quite an awful task
Mr. and Mrs. Steve full and
so
S. F., of Diehlstadt, Mo., the National clalinet champion- For children waited while I mixed
Christine Greece, of Wyatt, ship, and was fqknierly instruc- Than for the van would ask.
o., visited in the homes of Mrs. tor orioodwinds at the National I scarcely could wark around the
stove
Imre brothers, Ben Pool, Math band camp at Bay View, MichiDavies and 'Grieger are For feet right in my way
Pool and Tom Pool, of the coun- gan.
both former members of the Ho- And never till the pans Were
ty, during Christiania.
scraped
Mr. and Mrs: Roy Tool ml bart. Ladiana high wheel •• band
on the stete contest for Could they be chased to play.
family spent Thursday eight with „Anich
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Langeton of four years and the National contest for class "B" bands for two En- then they.scareely gave me
near Crossland.
time
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Pool, of St. straight years. Both Carrier and
Louts, were the holiday guests of Seay are Kentucky boys, receiv- To spread the icing right
the former's parents, Mr. and ing their schooling in Louisville. Till back they came with pleadHarwood Tilton, also -61 LouIs- . DIE erns
Mrs. Math Pool. •
Just wanting "one small bite".
Mrs. Nolan Atkles, who has
"What perfect peace some women
been quite lir of appendicitis is
know" I thought, "when they
some better at the present.
to rounds sodAr
'
can- cook
40e
4 linsitk Meal
CARD OF THANKS-The fam- 24 lbs. Ginturarneed Flom
53e And rest assured their cakes are
safe
-ily
wishes to express its ap- White Jaw Meat
544e
preciation to the Mason Hospital 4 lb. Carton Pure Lard .... Sec And never take a look."
and many friends for their many 50 lb. tan Pure Istrd
18.80
kindnesses and sympathies in the 2 Jell°, ape flavor
15c Well, I've been bakkil cakes
today
Illness _and deeth,. of our beloved 7 liesCliasy
_.„
was sad the while
But
heaband and
father, Stephen 10 Bars Laundry or
Edit-at-de-Mrs. Stephen Edwards
21 'For tho- lio one was in my way
had no cause to smile.
and children.
24 lb. (legion Oats
10c
to want the pan
Head Lettuce
Sc I miised someone
APPLICATION F'014 HAIRDIN
1 Gal, Red Wine-saps
18e And sniff and wish and wait
POSTOFFICE CLOSES FRI. $ sib. • Bei Cracker*
/Me It seemedseemed so lonely moving 'round
With no. one to berate. 'Applications well be repeived 2 th bar Peanut Better'
Grove Saturday night. January
here until Friday. Januefy 19, -4 Camay or Palm Olive Soap 10e The calm: are sitting now is 20. Lynn Grove includes eiglig
reach.
_
for the postmestership at Hardin, -2 lbs. Coffee ------------former scars in her lineup. .•
And the they look just. right,
Ky. Apply Mari-ay Poskofflee.
0. K. Delicious Flavoredfor
wished
amid
'Somehow,
the
. Coffee
- DR.
C.
--0MCLEY
peace.
Lee county 4-H club members 1:Package Chocolate or
Chiropractor
appetite!
report a profit Of $373 on 73
Pudding
Sc I've lost my
offlie at Home, 009 West Mein
hogs,
Want to sell 10 or 15 gtands
Mondays. Wednesdays Fridays
Two
Kentucky-type
poultry
hetet-01.50 to 112.00 per stand
In Alterboonhouses iave been built in Magee
1 p. in. to Op.
fin cou ty.

"Nila
to sc
Bopp
bla

Ifnit

(ego
'U pp
woul
with,
plan
on p

Playing Manager

Baking Cakes

Ti
to b
sump
has I

'torte
goodi
sell?
duce(
sold
coati
p
only
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Ron
Du

Saturda.Y Specials

WANT ADS

ID A
STA
TWA
AND
MY I

ed

Robt. Swann
TZIE.1F-r

Li
We

_Estee: 1
cents a word, mailyams charge, 25 cents.
FOR SALE-large-size
roll-top
desk, In first class -condition.
linish in good shape, at moderate pried for cash becaulte we
no longer .neetLit'?) See it at The
Ledger
Times Mee.
tf
LOST---below Coneord,
female
pointer, white with lemon ear
and-spot on side. Notify R. M.
Miller. Receive rewired- Phone
2804.
sa •
lie
COLLEGE CREST HAT.C1iEIIY
wants to hear from the people
who wants to furnish Hatching
--„Eggs, as all hens must be culled- and blood -tested tit once.
Rollie- Kelley.
tic
SELL Flit( NOW while the-market is St lie peak. Will pay
highest possinieerice for quality
ThuMan
at
hits. Rudolph
-, itt
U-Tote-Em.
WANTED-to rent bed-room and
'Biting-room furniture and oil
copk stove.
Call Mrs. Genoa
G gory at 314.
*Itc
FOSALE-Ciiicre farm three
quarters of a mile
Norte of
Air= High school in sight of the
itiestirgwy„
house, barn and
Atiltds-louL well of good water.
ReC 3._A_Aprs.1411.MurrU 'fl
FOR SALE-3 pieces of antique
furniture, 1 dresser. 2 dining
tables.' All in good condition.
Mrs. J. G. Pogue.-Lynn Grove,
Ky.
-Up
WANTED----good second - hand
typewriter it rigist_price. Age
ply, Ledger & Trines office is
writing, giving make, conditioa
1 tc
and price.

STRAYED 011T .1.7.4:14.EN--one female dog, red and white, shorteered hound with collar and
lotii-on, doe glawir on hind feet,
slim 'halide dog. Notify Frank
1 tp
Thirimpion al Hazel,
FOR SALE--$260 MaSestie Radio.
.emie as new In" *very respect.
largest size; $15 cash for'quick
sale or will sell ori terms to reNowlin, Trisnele coonty, eponsible parties; gbod reasons
roinerta an average Whit. g,
for sellinr. :zee E. J. Beide. lip
poultry producilo# at •16% infgs
SteigE--The
BCSINEA4.•POR- .
per hen. • .
Hensler FaiRron Shoji.. If interested write 11•CP.-Flank HensForty-fire dollars
in prises
ltc
ler, Paris. Tenn,
were wen by Nelson county club
members

The annual free concert is to
be given_ by the college band of
Murray State College tonight.
Each year this concert by It band
which claims the title of being
"The beat College band in Dixie,"
brings mosey righters Iroorliteigbboring- cities- of Western Kentucky and Northern Tennessee.- .
The bapd is under the direction of Prof. Wm. H. Fox, who
came to Murray after taking_ his
degree (rpm the_.1;eiversity of
Indians.
and doing, graduate
work in Europe. He has studied
In Paria._2111000. and also_. in
Munich
Germany. reeking
a
special study of symphonic ,muirie
and opera.
For the past three years, Murray State College has' made.such
-that- stiere $1-'the
musicians from high schools 0141r
the rutted States have been
to take their music wort
Among them are suCh
here.
men as Howard Brown, solo clarinetist, Warren Grleger.
Etizabeth - Davis,
Albert
Seay, and William Carrier.

MAYFIELD GIRL
WINS CONTEST

666
- -LIQUID. T %III HISS SALVE,
Noel.: DROPS--Cheeks t'ohis first day, Headiscies
or Nehemiah% in SO minutes,
Malaria Iii 3 dap".
Fine- Laxative and 'Tonic
.m0.1 Speedy Remedies Known

Growers Loose Leaf Floor
'NEW LOCATION THIS YEAR

,

East of Railroad Ave.-- Opposite Depot
MURRAY,KENTUCKY
•
_
- In the new STUCCO FACTORY JUST EAST OF
THE RAILR-0Atr--enlarged and modernly equipped in
every way-non-glare skylights--,inside driveway-free
stalls and sleeping quarters.
Our floor will be open day and night for receiving
your tobacco, with experienced men in charge, and will
conduct daily sales with prompt settlement after each
sale.
SPECIAL NOTE-There is NO CHARGE for removing
your tobacco from the floor.
The growers of CallowSy and adjoining counties
have made it possible for us to lead the Murray market in
'Sales for the past two years.
With our life-long experience in the tobacco business, we feel that we are competent to sell your ,tobacco
to the very best advantage as we- feel that we are merely
agents for the growers in marketing their tobacco and for
which we reali7e that the future of our business depends
upon theeind of service we are.able to offer.
• ..._.
)Again, Remember the New Location
STUCCO BUILDING EAST OF THE RAIL-ft-OAD
OPPOSITE DEPOT

Growers Loose Leaf Flo
J. K. FARMER

T. P. FARMER
12.Z
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Tobacco Reduction
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f
such manner.
WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY the opportunity of correcting our
I not only visited my old home
Russell's Chapel
'con rse.
AT THE CAPITOL
but as has always been my cus-

••••-•••••-••.,•••
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Mg separately cannot well plan
T
Most every one around
production, as is clearly shown
here is Gatsion Clark.
through- moving and settled down
by the. evelts of the past few
Miele
Eatelle
Osbron
sport
By Keith Venable
We now review` the past and
years. The War caused an M- tom, I shared in the feast at my
Thursday night with her cousin,
There has been, quite a. lot of for the new year.
Farmers will hear much in au
vision
the
futuee.
Our vision
A' large number of weddings Miss Pearl Clark.
Lett few weeks of the Govern- et-ease of i0.000,000 acres In our grandmother's old home. I beShould be more clear and true moving in this,heig bhorhood.
"Eagle" wg dont like disapMr. Kenneth Geurin and fam- have taken • place in this comment Plan for the reduction of farm crops, a vast increase in lieve that regardless of age or
than before. As we leave 1933,
ily of nest Pottertown, moved on munity during the holidays. They pointments, come on with that
tobacco production. it is to their production to meet the needs of change one never gets so modern
weThteed not regret its experiwar-stricken Europe. Today we that he still does not lona to
F,.-13oatwright's place a few seem to think ,that the depres- list of movers. We have no news
interest and everyone else interences. Let us profit by both mis- J.
sion is over.
to projnise you in return, howested in the welfare of Calloway find Europe has abut but the pro- spend Christmas where old-lash&SS
takes and accomplishments, avoid- " ago.
Mrs. Pink Kirk was burled at ex•er.—"Tiid a".
county t6 seriously consider this ducts of these 40,000,000 acres toned hospitality and merriment
Dar. Rude Charlton and fam- Ledbetter cemetery,
ing the one atel furthering the
with high tariff walls. She does abound. I could not undertake
Sunday, Deplan.
other. Let us humbly pray God, ily moved on Ocus Carraway's cember 24. We extend our symThe Plan prowosept (11 to re- not wish to buy goods from a na- to name all those present at that
law.
Mr.
Also
Wavel
Boggess
.?'.Countthis
.nittion
thy
/
sample:
pathy -to the bereaved family, for
duce the tobacco . productioh 25 tion to whick--ebe owes so much diluter that day but / guess Mr.
If thy presence go nek'with us, and family moved to the Mitch- what is a home without a_ mothper cent, and (2)• to make pay- money and velsich will not accept and Mrs. Ivy Brooks Stubblefield
eal
Wall's
place.
Mr.
Hampton
carry
Us not up he
."
(Ex. 33:
er?
ments to growers who coopeafe her goods in ekshange. Our ag- from near Murray deserve men12-16), and 'a
pa His Word, Ellis and family moved to tile
ricultural exports decreased from tion for they were The only ones
Elders T. L. Webb, of ThornPierce Holland of Hico has
in thkor reduction.
These payWee:
Wall
place.
preseitce
shaU
go with thee,
been suffering of rheumatism.
ments are intended to give to over two billion dollars in 1926 to come who do not go every
ton,
Ark., and B. D. Bryant, of
and
I
will 'give thee rest." It is
Mr.
McKnabb and
to a third of that figure in Christmas.
family
tobatco the same buying power
We lost one of our best schol. TIptonville,‘ Tenn., will preach
reasonayi and right that we moved out near Elm Grove. We
1932._
Facing
these
changes
each
*it had ID the period from 1919In Tennessee weddings were
seek7Elim
first, for "In
the are sorry to give up this splen- ars at Palestine when Vernon at Old Harmony, near Farmingfernier found himself helpless. few this time, but
1929.
in Kentucky it
Billington started to Faxon High ton, Saturday and Sunday. JanInning, God created." before did family.
He had debts and to meet them was an epidemic.
A few of the
school Tuesday morning.
This reduction of production it was necessary
his slake, was, sternany,'got) It_
uary 13 and 14: Services will
for him to cont- couples wededd were Woodrow
-- Mrs. Ruby Haven of Canton,
. is criticized by some who ask,
Mrs. Elvie Jones of Marshall be held at the usual hours and
inue his production or face bank- McCuiston to Fannie
GOD KNOWS FIRST, AND Ohio, has returned home after
Stubblefield,
"Why is the Government going ruptcy.
BEST. It is
In the meantime the Gradie Stubblefield to Mika Laswholesome
and visiting relatives a few days. cpunty, visited Mrs. Jones' father, the public is most cordiall,y, urged
to 80 much trouble to reduce the
surplus of farm products in- siter, Faye Blalock
humbling
to
_
think
upon
the She way.accompanied from Padu- F. P. Holland, Of Hico Saturday to attend the services.
to
Mr.
Farris,
supply of goods when there are creased.
Author
of
our
being;
to
cah by her sister, Mrs. 1,--13. and Sunday.
see
Him
Thelma
Davenport
to Mr. Green,
so many needy people in -the
Korean leapedeza yielded an
As zew
wishino
asiQ
isyrsuclara
cee: 2
4ea
- rtir11.. close
create,
organise,
Alexander,
eau/raise,
and
For
tobacco
dart
our
Lynch
exports
Coleman to Miss Somebody
world?" The answer is that the
of 450 pounds to the
average
control
at
once
the
whirling
have
dropped
from
17L000,000 and I don't know how many more
ler.: ties licrsTtl:
supply of goods governs the price
sere In: Jefferson county, though
planets in space and the count- wright from
Pounds in 1914 to 67,000.000 weddings took place. Folks are
.lbridge, Tenn.,
(except for the influence of the
.650 and 700 pounds wete proless invisible forms of life. "What visited his parents
pounds in 1931. Italy, for ex- not as afraid of Old Mr. Depresa few weeks
FuPDly
of gold), and, though it
duced in several sections.
is
man,
thou
that
art
mindful
of
past.
They were accompanied
would e nice to distribute goods ample, decided to grow her own sion as they pretend to be. -hint?" Though the scientist be by Mrs. Page
and Mrs. King Page
Over on this side of the river v- Gary
without regard to price, 8UCO a tobacco and our exports to Italy
Cooper gazes fondly an infidel, he is dealing with from Walnut Grove, Mo.
January started off with a
I ' ' wo Id work great hardship dropped from 31 million pounds a cold wave struck us, but theta
at
his
real
love, Frances Ful- matter, power, and 'laws that
to
3,000,000
pounds.
Just one rain after anThen,
as
has been quite a bit of visiting
Mrs. Mettle Williams and son, bang!
' ,-roducers of goods
emanate
from God. True scienler, in "One Sunday Aftereveryone knows, people no longer and eating done,
other.- While we are wishing for
Hassell.
of
Buchanan,
near
especially here
Tenn.,
Thinplan of the Government desire dark tobacco as theytists hecome humble. We have
lair weather now. - Next snintnee.S..
once since seven hogs were assass- noon."
t
alftce production with cod- did, they prefer cigarettes. Dark
been slow to grasp and improve visited relatives in this and 'otNer-; we will wish for rain just as'
inated.
neighborhoods
Warren
Cook
recently.
from
Suir
Aktion is not a new idea. It tobacco has decreased from
'what God hath wrought."
bad. Wait and see!!
30 ron and
There will be services -a
Raymon Kirks from the benefit payments for reducing
us1,,- been used for years by busi- per cent of the total tobacco
He has foreseen all the condi-- sell's, Chapel 2nd
Huntsville were the only "out of production.
Adult schools seem to be inay at 11
-mesa met. Could you name a
crop to 15 per cent. Thus pro- town" gy-ests.
If a farmer, for Instance, moves Bons and developments of man- o'clock a. in. by our new pastor, ererkstst g rn popularity.
Mrs.
merchant who would buy more duction of tobacco must be
kind,
with
our spiritual needs, Rev. J. K. Wilford.
reWell-, I'll ring off now till Wei', to a farm on which tobacco hasEveryone Lorena Blackburn is teaching at
goods than he thought he could duced to meet a
changing de- hoping that everybody I ever been grown he may participate and in His Word He has given come out to
Has a
hear the young Steelyville, at
sell' Are more automobiles pro- mand. The plan
us "All things that pertain to pastor.
of the Govern- eard of had a Merry Christmas In the adjustment plan, althoug
, • very good attendance, and quite
duced than are expeeted to be ment makes this
reduction mtey and a Happy New., Year!—"The he may not have produced to- life and godliness." (2 Pet. 1:31.
The holidays are past, -let's a bit of interest being shown.
sold' Would a newspaper mah and profitable.
bacco where he lived in 1931, Therefore, "evety Scripture in- every one try to live better in
Mr. and Mrs. Wiley Parker
Chatterbox".
'
continue to print 10.000 copies of
spired of God-"is profitable- for 1934 and do more
1932 or 1933.
The advantages of tbe plan
good than ,,we and daughter, Joann, have Moved
his *ler
when he had sale for
On the other hand, if a farther teaching, for reproof, for cor- have -itt the pat.1.-"Tilda".
should- be evident to all. First,
to the Huston Webb place near
SHOE REPAIR
only 8,000 copies!
Yes, it is the
who has been growing moves to rection, for instruction in rightProvidence.
outsider (the man who does
sound business to plan produca farm where no tobacco has eousness." God understands the,
not sign the reduction agreement)
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Dunn, of
This is not the season of the
tion to meet consumption.
been produced for three yeara, future better than we can see
cannot get more profit out of
Paducah, claye moved to their
year whoa you can put off
But five million farmers workthe
past.'
This
help
may
us
to
he is not entitled to join in the
farm near Shiloh school house.
the reducttbn than the man who
needed shOe repairs. Protect
The holidays are over and all
appreciate how God's ways and
adjustment plan.
does sign. Because he must sell
Sorry to hear of the death of
your beisith;, bring )(air shoes
students
are
back
The
tobacco
thoughts
in
are
immeasureabl
production
school.
60
y
adjustMrs. Raymond Hutson. One of
his, thbacoe in dompetition with
Another provision of the conThe play at Palestine sure was Henry county's
to us for fi;int chasm repair at
PATNER THERE
'
S NO UNGER
the man who signs, and he will ment program of the Agricul- tract is that if all, or any part, above ours.
most highly rereasonable mires.
STAY FAT
JUST FOLLOW THE
not receive the cash payment; tural Adjustment -Administration of the tobiett on an individual -Our first national representa- successfully sirettented, said to be spected ladies.
THAN DIET
NEW SC1ENTIIMC
Mrs. Emily Lamb is spending
which are made to those who is now under way throughout the farm was grown by share—ten- tives said, "We are grateful to the best play 'ever shown at this
place"
and we congratulate Mr. a few months in Paducah,
AND PUIN
DIET. IT A/LOWS
sign. Second, it will mean direct State, the College of Agriculture ante or share croppers, in 1933,
visitalmighty God for the -blessings"
at Lexington
tWacher,, for his ing Mrs. Thomas Mathis and Mr.
PLENTY
announces.
/5A14 -payments to growers.
The the agreement requires
MY142ALTH
If the
that
the
of
liberty
we
enjoy,"
and the ability as a director.
MIA
He has and Mrs. Roy Lamb.
Calloway crop la reduced 2,000 printed forms are being distribu- producer "shall not: -reduce the
young gelerica of God-fearing taught a fine school and we are
SOUTHWENT CORNER Oh'
ted to farm agaate,sad growers
Mr. and Mrs. Collie Stubblenumber of such tenants or crop- people was richly .blessed.
acres, which is entirely possible. Itre becoming
A all sorry '-to think he won't be field and son,
s91:ARE
familiar with the pers so engaged
Ewing, spent Friin 1933, because later geperation has somewhat frith us
Calloway farmers
will receive provisions of the
another year,
contract.
day night with Mr. and Mrs.
of reductions in tobacco acre- flaunted
$24,000 In rental payments alone,
Modernism
its
and
The plan provides, in brief, age and tobacco production, or
not counting two other payments
Skeptisicm,
We have. sown to
which will be made. Third, it that in 1934 farmers may reduce because of other provisions in the
wind In
speculations
of
offers a grstit opportunity to im- production either by a third or this c ntract."
thought and material
things;
a half of what they have been
prove the quality of WC" crop.
A
prevision Is mai- Tz The iffYie we are real:414' the whirl:'
Improved methods of curing re- producing in the past two or agreement for distributing the wind.
What fibs
before- us?
three years. They will receive
quire that less tobacco be placed
Whether further adversity or reIn benefit payments $20 -an acre adjustment payments to share
in the barn. And a smaller acreturning prosperity, it is in the
for each acre of burley and $12 tenants or share croppers as their
age could be placed on better
an acre for each acre of air-cured interests may appear. The ren- hand of God. The only uncertain
land and receive better care in
tal payment will be made to the factor is "Double-minded man,
and fire-cured tobacco removed
the field. Fourth, the plan pro-landowner.
unstable in all his' ways." (See
from production.
In addition,
vides an insurance against crop
Tobacco plants grown in 1934 Jer. 111:1-10). Remindees have
growers will receive two adjustfailure.
come. Also, God has provided
ment payments at later dates, on a farm for which a reduction
'Calloway should not let this
abundant food crops or a naPOUNDS
based on their production in 1933 agreement has been signed shall
opportunity
Everyone
p a $t s.
PURE CANE
not be sold or otherwise disposed tion brought to reckless poverty.
-10
and .1931.
47c
should do his bit to get the plan
of to any person not operating a Do we need yet more chastening,
It Is said that payments to be
over.
farm subject to a tobacco reduc- or have we learned our dependCHOICE
HAND-PICKED
8 POUNDS
ei125c.
made before the next crop Is
ence upon God? ,
tion agreement.
NAVY BEANS
sold, including the rental and
The challenge of Christ is, fulNo tobacco producer operating
first adjustment payments, will
ly justified, when he calls, "Seek
... give tobacco growers
THRIFTY
75c
--LYON'S BEST
24-Lb. Bag
the largest a farm subject to an agreement,
FLOUR 24-Pound Bag
,in: Ye FIRST THE 'KINGDOM OF
Here, I am again after having amount of money in 1934 that shall allow the use of his tob
95c
GOD
and
His
righteousness,
and
spent a very Merry Christmas! they have received for a crap in co buildings to a produeur
I
all
these
things
shall
be
added
Under
agreement.
an
-I can think of no better way many years. _
CHOICE QUALITY
Pounds
Land taken out of .production, unto you." As we "Ferry God.
to celebrate this festive occasion
SEEDLESS RAISINS
Among the ,,provisions of 'the
25c
know
and
no
other
fear,"
12
,'e
face
according
to the agreement, shall
than for father, mother, hus- plan is a
statement that the conbe used as follows: "Ail or any the New Year 1934 courageously,
bands, wives and children to meet tract goes with
STANDARD
Crushed or Broken Sliced .
the land. That part may
be left idle or planted confidently, and cheerfully.
in good health and jelly fellowPINEAPPLE
MURRAY MEAT ship around the old hearthstone is, tobacco must have been pro- to soil-improving or erosion-preContributed.
NO. 2 CAN.. 11
dueed -on the land in 1931, 1932,
venting crops or to forest trees,
or the dinner table, and I'm or 1933, in order
that the owner or to pasture; not more than oneJEWEL
Pound 19c FRENCH
It Pays to Read our Classifieds.
Lb. 22c C. CL
LU
bB 25c
thankful that again I was rivi- or operator may
be eligible to half may be planted
MARKET
COFFEE
3 Lbs. 50c
to food crops
leged to spend Christ-mita Ddy in
for borne consumption on this
farm or to feed crops or livestock
(or livestock products) for home
consumption or use on this farm."

-

PREACHING.AT
OLD HARMONY

Hazel Route 3

Tobacco Reduction
Program Started
Throughout State

Palestine News

SAM L. JONES

Kroger se Stores

Eaf

MEAT

sucAR

and
educe Comfortably
.
.
Between The Rivers
Let Us Serve You,
We Have Government
Inspected Meats
Phone

SENSEland NONSENSE

4

-This, Ladies," as Walter Winchell
might tell the story in his -Broadway
Through a Keyhole," is a Boiled Custard
that is DIFFERENT.
Yes, Ladies, it is different!
Sunburst Boiled Custard different., you say?
Different from home-made custard?
Yes, you can'safely bet Johnnie's last clean
of rompers that our Boiled Custard is as different from the ordinary run-of-the-mine custard
as a fine pieee of hand-made glassware is different from the old tin cup that used to hang on the
pump handle,
•
"Ancrinother
15c per quart, it
costa you-less than if you made it yourself—to say
nothing about your time and trouble:
pair

Just step to the' telephone and ask for 191 and
tell the young lady who answers' "how much and
when."
THANK YOU!

CALL 191

The First—and God

MARKET

Friday and Saturday
Specials
10 lbs. Sugar

50c

2-lb. box of Crackers

23c

1-1b. box of Crackers .
Pet Milk, I small

14c

1 large

8c
10 lbs. Meal
17c
•
5 lbs. Meal
10c
24 lbs. White Frost Flour $1
24 lbs. Flour
85c
Pure Lard, 2 lbs.
15c
4-1b. pkg. Pure Lard r, 30c
A. & B. Coffee, pkg.., 19c
Beef Steak, lb.
10c
Chuck Roast, lb.
8c
Rib Roast, lb.
7c
Pork Roast, Shoulder, lb. 12c
Pure Pork Sausage, lb. 10c
Hamburger Meat, 3 lbs. 25c
„SEE OUR LINE OF TUBS,
WASH BOARDS-, WATER
PAILS, DISH PANS and
HARDWARE
—SEE Y.JS—

MURRAY MILK
PRODUCTS Co.

Side Quit Hurting,
Got Stronger, Well;
CA.RDU1 Helped Het,

WHITE WAY

ABOUT OUR
BOILED CUSTARD

-

.

Telephone 85

FAIN & BELL
WE DELIVER

The 66th
chapter of Isaiah
(read ill is a timely study for
us all, with its invitation to turn
from wastefulness and want to
peace and plenty under Gotre
grace, accepting the superiority
of his ways and the surety of"
His Word. The New Year gives--

Our Mother's COCOA
2-1b. box

Mrs. R. L. West, of Huntsville,
Ala.. writes: "I was weak and
run-down. I had a pain in my side,
weight I grew
and I kept losingcondltIon--this
was
nervous over my
uuual for me, for I am very cheereasily
ful when I am well and don't
'get nervous, I knew I ought to take
something. My aunt told me I ought
to try Cardut, which I did. I boom
to feel better. I kept it up until I
had taken three or four bottles. My
side quit hurtlag and I was soos
4in.rong and well.- '
le sold at drug stores bees

fee=t

To Our Many Friends
and Customers

MACARONI, Spaghetti, Elbows, Sea Shells, 3 lbs. 29c

Barbara -Ann TOMATO
SOUP,6 cans . . .
25c
ROLLED OATS,
5-pound bag
19c

C. Club PUMPKIN,
3 No. 21-2 cans
25c
TOILET TISSUE,6 rolls
Clifton or 4 rolls Kroger 25c
JELLO or TWINKLE,
package
5c

'Fancy Quality KRAUT
- 2 No. 2 1-2 cans
23c
Guest Brand MALT
3 cans
$1.00PEAS,C. Club Fancy Sifted,
2 No. 2 cans
29c

LARD PURE HOG

19c

50 LBS. Net $3.15

4 LBS.
25c
POUND BRICK

SWIFT
'
S BRICK CHILI

1933 has passed, but we pause for a
moment to thank God for His many
blessings, and to each and every customer and friend for their co-operation
during 1933.

SUGAR CURED BACON
". I LONGHORN

or

1.5c
Half or

Whole Side

DAISY CHEESE

FANCY HEAD LETTUCE

LB.

12%c-

2 Pounds

29c

LARGE 5-DOZEN SIZE- Head 5

Our Firm Name in the Future Will Be

DOZEN
BANANAS- "L""

Brausa & Sons

19c

FIRM RED

2 BUNCHES

RADISHES

5
MEDIUM SIZE

EACH

GRAPEFRUIT

Quality Repair Work on Fine Luggage

5c
DOZEN

BUGGY TOPS BUILT AND
REBUILT
MAKERS OF MURRAY MADE
HARNESS
TWO-YEAR GUARANTEE
Quality production makes our prices
possible.
Across Street from Ledger & Times

CALIFORNIA

ORANGES

NO. WHITE
'
E-EATING POTATOES

27c
15

. PECK

29c

BUNCH
FANCY JUMBO CELERY

10
2 BUNCHES

CALIFORNIA

15

CARROTS

CALIFORNIA CAULIFLOWER

HEAD
19c

Fin

s
_
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TWO

Monday.
Thomas Redden spent the week
end in Birmingham -with Ira.
deo who is .teaching at Pt.
Marshall
school in
Necessity
county, near Birmingham, tais
•
teen].
Ladies all wool sweaters. $1.25
value, at 1P1'.45--at Duke's.
The executive hoard of the
Educational AsFirst District
sociation met in Murray Monday
afternoon.
Packmann returned
Tuesday from a business trip to

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
AT THE CAPITOL

Martin's Chapee

MAYFIBLLkHRL
College Band To Give Annual Free
Concert in Auditorium This Evening WINS CONTEST

Mr. And Mrs. Steve Hurt Honored
Irak Chrtutatitui Supper
Mira Imogene Hendon May- On Thursday night Mr. and
The annual free concert is to ville, is a state champion flute
Ky., a student in the Mayfield,
-Mr,. Steve Hurt were honored be given by the college band of player.
High school, was awarded
Bela
with a, supper at Mr. and Mrs. Murray State College tonight.,
The program is as follows:
Roy Poola_____S:
Each year this concert by a band
Mrs. Treman Beale, who has year Rbute 4. was an operative
prise in the Publie BirecusMiss Marjorie Barton, soloist. first
Those present were: Mr. and which claims the title of being
been seriously 141 at the Meya- patient et the Keys-Houston Hossloe Contest for the /arta Dis1. Overture to Euryanthe-eon
Mrs. Steve Hurt and son, S. F., of "The beat College band in Dixie,"
klouston Hospital eines- _Saturday, pttal Thursday.
trict Education Association at the
held at Murray,
Diehlatadt; Mo., Miss Christine brines many, visitors from neigh- Weber.
is slightly Imeptoved.
district final
Wade -Enoch. axe 20. son of
Greece ,of Wyatt,Ato.f. Mr. and boring cities Of Western 'Ken2. Symphony in E Mloor---- January 8. The subjeed of the.
The massy triensis oL
sand Mrs. C. J. Enoch of
Mrs. Bee Pool of St. tZufs,
tucky and Northern Tennessee,
Tschalkowsky.
winning address with "'Wby
Hugh Thompaon will be glee to, Lynn Grove, Route 1, was taken
My. and Mrs. Mattr.Pool, Mr. and
Slate should educate its Citizens",
,letarn that he taimproring at the to tha Mason Hokaital Saturday
The band is under the direc(Andante Cantabile)
Sire Ben Pool, Miss Ruth Har- tion of Prof, Wm. H. Fop, who
has night, suffering with various cuts
where 'he
C
slinic-Illospital
Minor- Misell'andon, Who entered as the
3. Symphony an B
:son, Miss Mery Frances Pool. came to Mural)
'representative of Graves -County,
been treated for 'pezeurnonie since and lacerations as a result of a
, after takfig his Schubert.
and
A son was born to Mr.
Billys-Vvank 'POOL-Mr. and degree from the University of .4. March of the Toys-Herbert. will compete with winners fm
January 1. Ur. Therupsona con- fight at a road house on the Pa- Mrs. Hubert Outland of Ha-gel,
Mrs. Roy Pool.'
and sairalng
Indiana,
dition .becanie serious shOrtly ducah Highway, north of Mit:may, January 4.
graduate
5. Piano Solo, Liebestraume- Om ten other educationel d
s...
_
•a_nczainea_ ww_enioyed Work -in
Wets: in the state in the final
After _ admittance and __relatives_ ft- was . rrecestmar to late3a
litta studied
Ir. lealwartn erne in Frankfort
by all.
• * Paris, trance. and also in
state contest to be -held at Lex_Were called.
6. Valse
Kaeeblt• head On business; the-first of the week.
stitches in you
MrSand Mrs H. -11.-Oveehey,
Monier- --fiermany, making
a
7. *torn Vilaftet,- "Der !Prete- Mgt= and Frankfort On- Marie
Tenn:
tied
Wri -Edd
and face.
Mr. and Mrs. George abrader ineelal study of symphonic music chuts--ron Weber.
day, January 18. First-puke ye
DiaeassIlls attenaml the funeral
Mr. and Mrs. .Delvtiasaseimaton from her home in East Kentucky
Mid sow Gibe Langston, of Carth- and opera.
of his father, W. Cs Overbey. and Mrs. Callie Outland, South where she vise called on account
8. Suite, Atlantis, 'The Lost the state contest, to be awerded
age, N10., Mr. and Mrs. T.- D
by the K. E. A. will be a 1400
Tuesday. Mr. Overbey was a son Eight'-street, motored to Louis- of the death of her .father.
For thr past three years, Mur- Continent--Safranck.
Atkins and family, Mr. and' Mrs.
of thedeceased.
1. Nocturne/ --000_,..-rtforaing scholarship at any -college
-Ewa ssitsaseshats. clime hats,
ray State College hag made such
ville 'Sunday. They .vialted Mre.
Brent Langston and daughter,
by the winner.
Hugh Thompson was distabssed Langston's and Mies Outland's sflk hats to add chic to ',our
Hymn of Praise.
orottretta that some of the best
•
Marcell; 'Miss AnniehIll.
from the KO'S-Houston. "Catalts Mather, 'Mrs. Hodges, and broth- Winter clause-1i "Also smart, en2. Court Scene.
musicians from high schools over
Robert
Armstrong
and
Laagton, Mrs. Murray Outland
Tanrsday following treatment for er, Glenn Hodges. The latter Is due felts-lurked low Friday and
3. Love Song (The Dance
United States' have been enHelen Mack, who are fea- and chirdren took *upper with the
pneumonia.
sad Aana).
Mrs.' Walker, at
ticed to take their musk work
in. a C. C. C. camp near Louis- Saturday.
tured in "Son of Kong," at Mr. and Mrs. Roy Pool Friday here. Among these are such
Final rods/seism Lidice Print- ville.
4. Destruction of Atlanedia
William 'Steineke, playing manDuke's Store.
night. during Christmas.
seas Coats: $27.50 x alues 'go at
men as Howard Brown, solo clarIwides Suede Jackets. 11-11.93
ager of the House of David basMiss Martha Elizabeth Parker, the Capitol Friday and SatMr.
and
Mrs.
George
Sarader
SULTS. $21.00 values. _ ejo at values go at $2.95. At Duke's. Mrs. Gingles Wallis, Miss Velma urday.
ketball team which playa at Lynn
inetist, Warren Grleger, clarinetand son, Gene Langston, of Carth.1.14.511, $17.09 valtrea go at
Davis,
ist,
Etirabeth
Albert
Mrs. Leslie Farris was able to Tyree, Mrs. Burgess ,Parker, Jr.,
age, Mo., visited relatives here
Seay, and Willisaa -Carrier.
leave the Keys-Houston Hospital and Mrs. Rudy Tyree spent Friday Vera Fasberg of Lone Oak; _They
$12.50. At Duke's.
I used to think that baking cakes
during the holidays.
K. H. Overbey, of Detroit. and for her home in Mayfield Satur- in 'Mayfield.
also visited her brother,
'
T.
Ire 1931. Howard Brown won Was quite an awful teak
Mr. and Mrs. Steve -Hurt and
See the new styles in spring G. Shelton, of Paducah.
Coleman Overbey, of Muskogee. day.
son, S. Is., of Diehlstadt. Mo., the National clarinet cbamplon- For children waited while'I mixed
New! New! New! Sprit* hats dresses-at Duke's.
Oklahoma. attended the funeral
Mrs. Frank Hensler, of Paris, Mita Christine Greece, of
Wyatt, shia, and was foamerly instruc- Then for thp pan would ask.
THE HENSLER FASION SHOP was a visitor in
sai_their father, the late W. C. in the New MOTs and materials.
Murray last Mo., vieited in the homes of Mrs. tor of wo-bleincis at the Nation& I scarcely conld wark around the
Specially pried for Friday and Announces in this Mame else Thursday
Overbey, Taesday.
Hensler Hurtaclarothera, Ben Pool, Math band camp at Bay-Ticw, Michiwith
the
stove
We are agents for the well Saturday. Mrs. Walker at Duke's St here, A going out of business Fashion Shop.
Davies and Grieger are For feet right In my way
Pool and Tom Pool, of the coun- gan.
sale. commencing Jan. 12. Don't
known and seadoselly, advertised Store.
T. 0. Baucune T. R. Jones, ty, during Christmas.
both former members of the Ho- And never till the pans were
rself of this op- Odle McDaniel, mad Wallace-Key
Wealbina
.._S'ldaytass
Madatne". 'Mason Ross was in Memphis fail to at all
scraped
Mr____and Mrs. Roy Pool and bart. Indiana high school band
• lamy are great whew it avaTalt--ki, Saturday vie"wing the new Pontiac portunity to get good, clean mer- were visitors in Louisville last family spent
Thursday night with which -U1'.0.11 the state contest for Could they be chatted to playenure-nee and taborgaseving. pose car for 1934. for Which he la chandise ;meetly reduced. Hats, Friday and Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Torn Langston of four years and the National conCoats, Dreams. Lingerie. etc.
'
in and see theta. Sexless BrafeJltiic local representative.
Miss Winifred Kees- left Mon- near Crossland.
test for clasa "B" bands for two En then theys scarcely gave me
Grove,
of
i.ynn
Eva
Cobb
was
Miss
of
Paducah:
Andre
Pigeon.
Cab Sledd Was discliarged from
.
day for HOpkinaville to resume
time
Mr. and Mrs. Beq Foci, of St. streight years. Both Carrier and
brother.
visit
her
the CIO:sic-Hospital Saturday for the nineteen guest of Mr. and left- Sunday to
her studies at Bethel -Wonven's Louis. were the holidafiricetairof Seay are Kentucky boys, receiv- To spread the icing light
Cobb.Sanclamily, in Nash- College after spending the holi--treatment of
iacereted Mrs. W. S. Swann liat Thursdaythe former's parents, Mr. ana ing their schooling in Louisville. Till back they came with plead
at the opening of the Murray ville. Tenn.
Bp received from a fall. Harwood Tilton, also of Louis- ing eyes
days with her parents, Dr.. and M rs:Ifath Pool.
Order sour cool from R. T. Mrs. B. B. Keys.
Mrs. 11,43. Taylor has returned tobacco market. • Mr. Pignon.-a
Just wasting "one small bite":
-Mrs. Nolan Atkins, who has
' from. Jacks7inville. Fla., where native of Paris, Fre-aces, has Farley & Son'. phone 150. -2000
Order your coal from: R. T. been quite ill of.
"What perfect peace some women
is
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kindnesses and sympathies in the 2 Jello, any flexor
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today
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Farmingtode.
recently.
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Growers Loose Leaf. Boor
NEW LOCATION THIS YEAR

Late, but none the

East of Railroad Ave. Opposite Depot

less in Dead Earnest ..

MURRAY,KENTUCKY

Tha ks to every living
that did the least
in promoting our business during 1933.

Concord

High

In the new STUCCO FACTORY JUST EAST OF
T E RAILROAD--eriarged and modernly equipped in
eve way-non-glare skylights inside driveway-free
stalls nçl sleeping quarters.

News

Our flo will be open day and night for receiving
tobacco, 'tit,i experienced men in charge, and will
conduct daily sal with prompt settlement after- each
sale. --

We still promise not poorer service, but better
possible.

SPECIAL NOTE There is
your tobacco from the floor.

a

The growers-of Calloway mid
-have made it possible for us to lead,the
sales for the past two yiars.

Ryan's Store

Murray,

-

-

pit

Kentucky

1r7
dr
initBarge, beat&

,
any loom In

OW/WM
- -Che Kertturity hotel- at extremely law co-A. '
HOME OF THE FAMOUS RATHSKELLER

r!!L SEELBACH
Itoty'Old

1-1 view- -

CHARGE for removing

Kentucky Horne in

Lou:sville

.

counties
rray market in
NN,

With our life-long
in the tObaeco usiDess, weleel that we
sell your 'to
to the very' best advantage as we feel that we are,merel
agents for the growers in Marketing their tobacco and for
which we realize that the future of our business depends
upon the kind of service we are able to offer.
Again, Remember'the New Location

STU
,
C10 BUILDING EAST OF THE
'
RAILROAD
OPPOSITE DEPOT

menraerocin a recent cattle *hew.

Not Everybody in
T.(111.1ETS, MACNEIL
' NOSE nit.Orw
Calloway county sub(tbeeks-Cal& fine das. Headaches
scribes to the Ledger or Neuralgia in lin minutes,
dap..
in
& Times 'but nearly Fine Malaria
Laxatire and Tonic
everybody reads it!
Most Speech itemedirs Known

'
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Tobacco Reduction

PAGE THREE

int separately

cannot well plan sue* manner.
-—
WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY the opportunity of•eorrecting our
production, as is clearly shown
Most every one aro-led here is Clarion Clark.
I not only visited my old home
course.
AT
THE
CAPITOL
by
through
the
events of the past few but as has always been my cusmoving and settled down
Miss
Estelle
Osbron
spent
By Keith 't•erusble
We now revfey the past and
Thursday night with her cousin,
Farmers will hear much to the years. The War caused an in- font. I shared in the feast at.my
There has been spike a tot of Or the new year.
vision
the
futuee.
Our
vision.
' A large number of weddings Miss Pearl Clark.
next few weeks of the Govern- crease of 40,000,000 acres in our grandmother's old home. I bemoving in this neighborhood.
Should be more clear and true
"Eagle" we dont like &sapment Plan for the reduction of farm crops, a vast increase in lieve that regardless of age or
Mr. Kenneth Geurin and fam- have taken place In tto comthan
before.
As we leave 1933,
tobacco production. It is to their production to meet the needs of change one never gets so modern
ily of near Pottertown. moved on munity during the holidays. They polutments, come on with that
we
need
not
regret its experilist of movers. We have 110 110,78
interest and everyone else Inter- war-stricken Europe. Today we that he still does not long to
J. F. Boetwright's place a few seem to think .that
ences. Let ume,rofit by both mission is over.
ter promise you in return, howIn the welfare of Calloway find Europe has shut out the pro- spend Christmas where old-fashdays
ago.
takes and accomplishments, avoidMac Pink Kirk was buried at ever.—"Tilda".
county to seriously consider this ducts of these 40,000,000 acres ioned hospitality and merriment
Mr. burie Charlton and fam- Ledbetter
ing the one and furthering the
cemetery, Sunday. Dewith high tariff walls. She does abound. I could not undertake
Plan.
moved
on Ocus Carraway's cember 24. We
other. Let us humbly pray God, ily
extend our symThe Plan proposes: (1) to re- not wish to buy goods from a na- to name all those present at that
"Ceuta this 'learnt thy people; place. Also Mr. Wavel Boggess pathy to the bereaved family, for
duce the tobacco production 25 tion to which,she owes so much dinner that day but I gnees-Me.
If thy presence go not with us, and family moved to the Mitch- what is a home without
money and winch will not accept and Mrs. Ivy BroOks Stubblefield
a mothher sent, and (2) to make
Pay-cowry ttts not tip hence," (Ex. 33: sal WalIM plass. Mr. HantMeis er`
ments to growers who cooperate her goods in exchange. Our ag- from near Alerray deserve menEllis
and
family
moved
12-16),
to
the
and
accept
His
WON,
ricultural exports decreased from tion for lbef were the only ones
In this reduction.
Elders T. L. Webb, of ThornPierce Holland of Rico has
These pay"MY ptesence shall go with—thee. Wee.: Wall place.
ments are Intended to give to over two billion dollars in 1926 to come who do not go every
been suffering of rheumatism. , ton. Ark., and B. D. Bryant, of
and
I
will
give
thee
rest."
It is
Mr.
McKnabb and
family
tioliecee the same buYing Power to a third of that figure in Christmas.
We lost one of our best schol- Tiptonville. Tenn., will preach-reasonable and right that we moved out hear Elm Grove. We
1932. Facing these changes each
t had in the period from
In Tennessee weddings were
1919- farmer
seek Mint, first, for l'In
the are sorry to give an. this spies- ars at Palestine when - Vernon at Old Harmony, near Farming-found himself helpless.
1929.
few Mil time, but 'ft' Kentucky it
Billington started to Faxon High ton, Saturday and Sunday, Janbeginning, God,eteated." Before did family.
"
He had debts and to meet them was an epidemic. A /ew
of the
This reduction or production
school Tuesday morning.
this time was, eternally, -GOD
uary 13 and 14. Services will
It as neeessary for him to cont- couples wededd
Mrs.
Ruby flaxen of. Canton.
were. Woodrow
.4 criticized by some who ask,
Ora. Mete Jones of - Marshall be-• held at the usual hours and
inue his production or face bank- McCuiston to Fannie Stubblefield,
RNOWS FIRST, AND Ohio, has returned home" after
"Why is the Government
going
In the meantime the Gradie Stubblefield to Miss
BEST. It is
wholesome
and visiting relatives a few days. county, visited Mrs. Jones' father, the public is most cordially urged
to so much trouble to reduce the ruptcy.
LasF. P. Holland, of Hico Saturday to attend the service's.
surplus of farm products in- siter, Faye,Blalock
humbling to think upon
the She was accompanied from
Mr.
to
,Farris,
stiliply of goods when there are
and4lamilay.creased.
u,thor of our-bwing; to see Him cab by her sister, Mrs.
Madan;
'Davenport
to
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create, organise, energise, and Alexander.
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and
our exports to Italy
ey Mrs. Page
Mrs• King Page
without regited._to price, such a
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Gary Cooper gazes fondly an infidel, he is dealing with front Walnut and
Januafy started oft ,with a
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Grove, Mo.
matter,
power,
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and
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that
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"what
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from 30 ron and
Raymon Kirks from the benefit payments for reducing
There will be services at Rus- bad. Wait and see!!
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at 11
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kind,
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Tlev.• J. E. Wilford.
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plan of the Govern- heard of had a Merry Christmas in the adjustment plan; although us "All things that pertain to pastor.
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,
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been produced for three years, future better than we can see
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P:t five million farmers work- cannot get more profit out of
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appreciate how God's ways and
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thought&.
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so
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not recetve the cash payments tura!'Adjustment Administratititi'l if the„tobaeco on an individual
Our first .national representa- seccessfully presented, said to be spected ladies.
THAN DIET
NEW SCIENTIFIC
which are made to those who is now under way throughout the farm was grown by share ten- tive; said, "We are &rateful to the best- play ever shown at this
Mrs. Emily Lamb is spending
placeState,
and
the
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College
of Agriculture ants or
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sign. Second, It. will mean direct
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and Mr.
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a director.
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producer "sh,all not reduce the young America of
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ms. another year.
contract„
. of' reduetione in tobacco
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$24,000 in rental- payments alone.
acre- flaunted
its- Moderralfir and
Tim plan provides, In brief,- age and tobacco prodtiction, or
not counting two other payments
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speculations of
production either by a third or this contract."
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and material
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prove the quality of the crop.
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before us?
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quire that leas tobacco be placed
adjustment payments to share Whether-Walter adversity or rein benefit payments $20 an acre
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an acre for each acre of air-cured
land and rec-eive4yetter care in
tal payment will be made to the factor is "Double-minded man,
and fire-cured tobacco removed
the field.: „Fourth, the plan prolandowner.
unstable in-all his ways." (See
front production.
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addition,
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Tobacco plants grown in 1934 Jer. 18:1-10). Reminders have
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!tient payments at later dates, on a farm for which a reduction come. Also, God has provided
Calloway should not let this
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based on their production in 1933 agreement has been signed shall abundant food crops for a naopportunity
pass.
Everyone
not be sold or otherwise disposed tion brought to reckless poverty.
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should do his bit to get the plan
of to any'person not operating a De we need yet m;re chastening,
It is said that payments to be
over.
'farm subject to a tobacco reduc- or have we learn'e our dependCHOICE HAND-PICKED
POUNDS
made before the next crop is
ence upon God?
tion agreement,'
sold, including the rental and
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Christ
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first adjustment payments, will
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und Bag
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under...it agreement.
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-according to the agreement, shall and know no other fear," we face
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With the land. That
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D
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Contributed.
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Pound
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Lb.
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SHOE REPAIR

Tobacco Reduction
Program Started
Throughout State

Palestine News

SAM L. JONES

Kroger 5, Stores

Eat Lean

MEAT

and
educe Comfortably
. • -•
Between The Rivers
Let Us Serve You
We Have Government
Inspected Meats
Phone 12

WHITE WAY
MARKET _

ABOUT OUR
Friday and Saturday
Specials

BOILED CUSTARD
"This, Ladies," as Walter Winchell
might tell the story in his "Broadway
Through a Keyhole," is a Boiled Custard
that is DIFFERENT.
Yes, Ladies, it is different!
SUnttlItt Boiled'Custard different, you

say?

_Different from_boute-Made custard?...
Yes, you can safely. bet Johnnie's last clean
pair pf,Tompers that our Boiled Custard-is as different from the ordinary run-of-the-mine custard
as a fine piece of hand-made glassware is different from the old tin cup that used to hang on the
pump handle.
"And another thfng"—at 15c per quart, it
costs you less than if you made it yourself—to say
nothing about your time and trouble.
Just step to the telephone and ask for 191 and
tell the young lady who Answers "how much and _
when."
•
THANK YOU!

CALL 191

Side Quit Hurting,
Well;
Got
CARDU1 Helped Her

•The First—and Ood—
The 65th
chapter of Isaiah
(read it) .is a timely study for
us all, with Re invitation to turn
from wastefulness and want to
peace and' plenty under God's
grace, accepting the superiority
of Ws ways and the surety of
His Word. The New Year gives

Mrs. R. L. West, of Huntsville.
Ala., writes: "I was weak and
run-down. I had a pain in my aide,
and I kept losing weight I grew
nervous over my oondition—this Was
unusual for me, for I am very cheerOn when I sin well and don't Vastly
get nervoua. I knew I ought to take
something. My aunt told me I ought
to try Cardui, which I did. I btu
to feel better. I kept it up tint I
y
had takon three or four bottles.
side quit hurting and I was soos
strong and well."
1 Is sold at drug wore. bars,

fas=o

10 lbs. Sugar
2-lb. box of Crac

4

8

I

MURRAY MEAT
MARKET

SENSE and NONSENSE

10

PURE CANE SUGAR
NAVY BEANS
75
FLOUR
it
SEEDLESS RAISINS
PINEAPPLE
COFFEE
19c

23e'
14b. box of Crackers .. 14c
Pet Milk, 1 small- .
4c
1 large —
10 lbs. Meal
17c
5 lbs. Meal
10o
24 lbs. White Frost Flour *1
......
24 lbs.
. F1,!sur
85c
Pure Lard, 2 lbs.
• 15c
4-lb. pkg. Pure Lard
30c
A. & B. Coffee, pkg
19c
Beef Steak, lb.
10c
Chuck Roast, lb.
8c
Rib Roast, lb.
7c
Pork Roast, Shoulder, lb. 12c
Pure Pork Sausage, lb. 10c
Hamburger Meat, 3 lbs. 25c
SEE OUR LINE OF TUBS,
WASH BOARDS, WATER
PArLS, DISH PANS and
HARDWARE
—SEE VS—
Telephone 85,

FAIN & BELL
WE DELIVER

0

Many Friends
and Customers

1933 has passed, but we pause for a
moment to thank, God for His many
blessings, and-to each and every customer and friend for their. co-operation
during 1933.
Our Firm Name in the Future Will Be

Brausa & Sons
Quality Repair Work on Fine Luggage
BUGGY TOPS BUILTAND
REBUILT
MAKERS OF MURRAY MADE
HARNESS
TWO-YEAR GUARANTEE
Quality production makes our prices
possible.
Across Street from Ledger & Times

Our Mother's COCOA
2-lb. box

19c

MACARONI, Spaghetti, Elbows, Sea Shells, 3 lbs. 29c
C. Club PUMPKIN,
3 No. 2 1-2 cans
25c
TOILET TISSUE,6 rolls
Clifton or 4 rolls Kroger 25c
JELLO or TWINKLE,
package
5c

4

47`
25'
95c

Barbara Ann TOMATO
SOUP,6 cans
25c
ROLLED OATS,
5-pountl bag
19c
Fancy Quality KRAUT
2-No. 2 1-2 cans
23c
Guest Brand MALT
3 cans
$1.00
PEAS,C. Club Fancy Sifted,
2 No. 2 cans
29c

LARD PURE HOG 50 LBS. Net $3.15

4 LBS.

25c
POUND BRICK
SWIFT'S BRICK CHILI
15c
SUGAR CURED BACON 'al'
12%c
NO,'LONGHORN or DAISY CHEESE
2 Pounds 29c
FANCY HEAD LETTUCE LARGE 5-DOZEN SIZE Heagl 5
DOZEN
BANANAS GOLDEN YELLOW
19c
FIRM RED
2 BUNCHES
RADISHES
5
MEDIUM SIZE
EACH
GRAPEFRUIT
5
DOZEN
CALIFORNIA ORANGES
27`
NO.'WHITE EATING F'OTAT6ES
154.13-- PECK 29`
BUNCH
FANCY JUMBO CELERY
10
2 BUNCHES isc
CALIFORNIA CARROTS
HEAD
CALIFORNIA CAULIFLOWER
19c
or Whole Side

LB.
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attendance
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Interest
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Vow will take notice that all box
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Herald October 211. 152t
Adams.
and to his utter to change the date of meeting Joseph Booker
Publiabed By The Calloway County Publishing Os., la&
Jan, 4, 1934 „Wee not paid by March 1, I sulaller box
Experience is a dear ' school
North Fourth Street. Sturm. K.Fourth Grade: Joe Hal Stew
moot proceedi to buy _and sell chagrin, within was a rat!! Did night in order that the meetings
but leoutetimes fools will not even Ledger & Times:
FAittor
Joe T Lossat
both perhonol property and real you ever hear a sob sister with of the craft will not conflict with art.
•
learn at it.
Murray, Ky.
Opal Normal,
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••••eee•
- estate sufficient hysterics over the radio? That so many other community and
Gentlemen:
Poole, Virginia
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Bat many s smug sermon by
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_Tobacco growers in the "dark scheduled Ur Friday nigher of Thome, and Willie Grates Stiles
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a
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NATIONAL EDITORIAL
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great
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source
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., ASSOCIATION reason so much Ot it is worth- People and the Old Reliable
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1933 less.
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office as sheriff Trust, R. J. Reynolds, Liggit
cess during 1934.
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has elAreal. I Myers and two other blame con- 0. W. Hall on January 18. A
Your friend,
Sunday School at 9:30 a. n
One of my favorite quotations
116.
roust settle cerns that ought to died aborn. large class of candidates foe
ICA
J. W. Denham.
will alwaye be, "What You Are
Dr. H. M. MeEirath, buperintk'nd
with the court One night little Bill was saying admission to the benefits offered
ent.
Sulescriptloa Hates: m First Cr'.,,reasiona I DIeltriet- and Henry aad Speaks So Loud: 1 Can't Hear
for all tea Ws his prayer. Grace tickled the bot- by Woodmen of the World, will
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What
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Pallerai Deposit Ineuranee and
Some of the leading economists and a charter. constitution and nor Laffoon,--the statement that „rake final settlement with the around here. Never saw as much
meeting Wednesday., 7
Prayer
that sae% deposit in each of these have said that recovery casino. be by-laws.
Perhaps the principal
further of- moving in my life. When- all the
We were all, very glad to have p. us, followed by. thiVweekly
"no strong arm methods".Vitir ke court, be relieved of
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Else,
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'
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Miss Blanche Vaughn was the services.
Hog killing is shout all over
with petty -things rather than atIs brief, the governmett gttor- depressiop.
Skinner, Pastor.
now. W. T. Steel holds the best guest of Miss Annie poles, SaturYet he asserts he has no- ineltae• antees you your deposits up to
Security will- -undoubtedly dã tacking the major problem.
Lion to gloat over the victory.
about. the House ar Sens record on the largest hog killed day,
ployees
White the meeting was har$2,5o0 in any of -these banks. more to restore,faith and bring
Miss Ruby Pauline Fulton was
governor Lafilson indicates-that
ntenlbets. • "Maybe - elf feel in this section and Joe G,rogan
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Mrs, 1
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STATE•OF KENTUCKN',
COUNTY OF CALLOWAY, Set.
_
We, C. R. Paschall and .TM. Marshall, President and
COUNTY-OF CALLOW AY. Set.
We, H. F. Rose and. W. H. Miller, President and Cashier of the above named bank, do solemnly,swear that
true. to' the -hest of our knowted-ge
ashier of the above,uaitted bank;do solemnly swear that the above statement
•Alarshall,
he al./ove stattentetiljs! _tAte• to the hest of our knowledge and bilief.-C. R. Paschall, Presidentl;.-1
tor.
ktose President; W. 11. Miller:•Cashier.
nd
Subscribed apq sworn to before me thisi‘6th day of
Substrilmr and SiVOrri to liefort di.&..this 8th day of'
B,. Milsteed, Notary Public.. My January, 1p34.- nil: B. Mitstead. NotarY PUblic.
uary,•
commission expires January 13, 1937.
ission expireS January' 13, el:17.
=Attest: Corres1
eet AtteSt: '.1
10Wit: Taylor, C'. T.,AtiVi111;71, J. G. Erwin, Directors.
J. E. Edwards, Directors.•- -
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Ford Leads by Big Margin
in Detroit--Home of the Automobile
Detroit knows her automobiles-for most of them are made tiTiere
or in the immediate vicinity.,
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Registrations for December, 1933
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We respectfully call your attention to the registrations of the three
Loading-popular-priced cars in Wayne County, Detroit, for last month--
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14111.111-11( TO mArpirJ4D--Leave Murray 0:00
A. M., and 5'43 I'. M.
NftltItAY TO PADL1 -1HLeave Murray ft:00 A. M., 11:200
and 5:45 P. M.
Connections to art. -Louis; mimeo.
Detroit. anal Every:where.
Terminal at SIX'YEI and MAIN
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in the holiday colors of green and day with their uncle, Mr. N. P.
was planned by Miss Beale. Tacky
Chairman
Vice-presideut and
TELEPHONE 16 L
• • •
red.
COBB, Manager
Hendricks, and Mrs. Hendricks.
costumes were worn and a de- of the Steering Committee-Mrs.
The Alice Waters' Missionary
Games were played which furnat 7 G. 11.--Pennehaker.
011ie Mayer was in Murray,,
supper served
pression
ished much amusement.
Muriel', Holds Meeting
Monday, on business.
Unusual_ . hand-made
o'clock.
Legislative-Miss Lillian 11,61Those present were.
place cards caused much laugh- loviell.
Missionary
Waters'
The Alice
Miss
Miss
Laverne
Hale,
Here we are face to face with
ter..
:nation:at -Relationse- tr. Society of the Methodist church
Intel
Dorothy Mae Broach, Mktg Adieu
the -nnw year; some have made
Following an informal evening Floy Robbins.
met at the home of Mrs. Finis
great resolutions and some are
was spent with preseiresalve games.
Margaret Outland on Tuesday afternoon. Paschall. Miss Laurine Jones,
Mies
EducationMiss Ynema Rhea, Miss Coveia
going-to drive on in the same old
Mrs. F. E. Crawford, Mrs. Roy Campbell.
'
Otarailluseilong, "More Reapers" Broach; Mtss Alanta Jones and
let's all pause long
way but
Farmer, and Mrs:--Johii Farmer.
Feilowship--Mrs. Cleo Heider. by Rees,\O. A. Marrs.
several
brought
1
;tail.ali
J
Mitts Louise Jsines,
gave musical numbers in keepenough to _be thankful for what
Publicity-Mrs. Joe Lovett:
&dance Learlon from Isaiah
Hospital.
Mason
the
at
Ortis Guthrie, Clifton Jones, Mien es
we have.
ing With the program.
Beatrice by Mrs.
Mendiffilitiip- Miss
W. Carr and Mrs. Joe Prentice Ileamaq; Wildy Pas- The lposltion of office assitsant,
There have been several that
Frye.
• • •
Baker.
ehall, Starkie Thomas, Clifton mada_aiscant by the resignation have moved to other places for
memberaccepted
who
Those
Mrs.
Year",
Poem,
Old
"The
Has
thitelian Ukase
Paschall. Desmond Summers, C. and marriage ot Miss Milian Fri, the year.
Eldridge Smith has
ship Tuesday evening were Mrs. Leslie Putnam.
Macular Meeting
by Miss Hilda moved to T. K. Murdock's place;
F. Paschall, Glen Venable, Ra,Oh has been filled
W. H. Mason, Mrs.. Franklin InsNew - Year Greeting. Mrs. Joe Miller Pascball, Herman Venalle, Brown, of Paris, Tenn." Miss
IS A JOB WELL DONE BY CAREFUL MECHANDewey Willis has moved to- the
The Euzelian -S. S. Class met till, Mrs. Whitens Fox, Mrs. -J. S. Baker, Mrs. J. ;E. James.
Brown is well known ,in Paris Clarence Everts place near EdgeC.
T
D.
J.
Hughes,
Galloway,
Monday evenin&r at the home of Pullen, and Miss Frances BradPoem. "Life'), Mrs. Lula Risen- Jones,---flubert Glean Hale, sad...,and -Henry county and her many hill,
ICS-A JOB OF REPAIR THAT WILL STAND
School house.
.
Mrs. Wells .P dom With Mrs. ley.
hoover.
she
to-know
glad
he
will
friends
Jones,
D.
J.
• • •
Wesley Nomura has moved to
Vernon Stubblefield, ',Jr., and
THE STRAIN AND WEAR OF THE ORIGINAL
and
"Stewarcaship
Christian
now connected itith the hos"Mai A must Muses- place; BrUrtclifotiseei Club At- Training
litre A. F.'Taltaa
Griivstlat-lsirs, Jack'Beale.
pital.
,
PARTS AND ASSEMBLING.
Cochran has moved to a place on
Mrs. Ronald Churchill' preSchool Hears Good Program
A play on Stewardship entitled
W. E. Abernathy, who his been the Murray and Hazel highway.
sided over the business session.
was
"Forget
Not
..Me
-Magic",
superintendent at this hospital
The Training School Mother's
Ewin Beaman has gone North,
Reading was
The Scripture
given -by Mead-ernes M. T. Merpast two years, has ac- to the city of Detroit, looking
given , by Mrs. Vernon Stubble- Club ?met Friday afternoon.
All of our work is done by us or strictly under
Baptist Missionary Society Meets for the
B.
G.
W.
ritt,
Scott,
McEirath,
W.
a similar position with for work.
Vfilidrett -of the fourth- "Se
talks on "ThW
field,*- Jr., and
The reinter meeting of the cepted
direction. It must be 0. K.-or we make it so.
our
JohnliOn:
0.
Langetopg
B.
in
the Florida S-anitarium and MOSboard
twitch
Grove
Harris
The
Lerger .Stewardsbip" were given gave two 'beautiful idaYlets
Hazel
Ilaptherlitioustenary
Mrs.
Society
the
Bishop
give
story
pital of Orlando, Florida, and has been shut down for the past
costumes. They were directed by
"One at a Time" by Anne Shan- mete-Tuesday &Berm:won at two
Miss Mattie Trousdate Characters
Elder 13. W. Spire hats again week and I am all down and out
Bre,
of
at
home
0',c/ock
Mrs. taken the responsibility of superMonroe.
were as follows:
as far as communication is conOur society voted to send a Cadman Hurt with the president,
chaplain at the
. Lament
intendent and
The tintake'
tiernember we have moved to the FARMERMrs. Hurt, in charge of the busiour
and
our
Senator
petition
RepElder Spire is well
Marjorie-Louella Gibbs.
Hospital.
ness session.
-reseetative
asking
to
-1.hem
use
CO. repair shop, in the basement, and
PURDOM
mother-Elizabeth
in this community, having
Marjorie's
Hyspri-"I Gave' My Life to known
_their influence in passing the bill
with the Mason
been--conneeted
equipped and located to service your
-Thomas.
better
are
Thee".
for Public Schools.
a muuber
Wonderland-Jane
in
Ler
Alice
kaospital
Prayer-Mrs. Grace Wilson.car effftlently.
Dismissed by Rev. 0. A. Marrs,
• Ma/fibers.'' •
health he
After whioh the president con- On amount of failing
our -hostess assitrd by her daughsome time in Florida and
spent
Heidi-Mary Frances McEirath.
ter, Alice, served a
delicious ducted the study,' "Stewardship
will
Japanese Twins-Lavinia Jones
and Missions", and was discussed Georgia. His Many friends
salad course.
be glad to meet him again in his
and Josephine Broach.
by
mernirers"'
* • S.
accustomed 'place at the hospital.
Hans Brjpker-Jean CraWford,
Or Your Money Back
Those present were:
MR THE
• FARM ER-PURDOMBASEMENT
Dr. Doolittle-Robert Watters. Keeney-Pool
P, Hendricks, Mrs. Dick - Miss Beatrice Barton and Miss
PURPLE BOX
Marriage
Announced
Wind-Zane
Old Mother West
Miller, Mc'. 0. B. Turnhow, Mrs. Aietha Bess, nurses at the hole
At All Druitglst
Hticornb.
taking
have, been
-areestresiseeseess
and Miss Grace Wilson, Mrs. Ruth Under- pital, irci
Mr. Kirk Allen
tinder-stood Betsy-Martha Lou
Rubye Keeney announce their wood,- Mrs. Lela Wilsou, Misses special Work at the City-Hospital
marriage which took place in St. Stella and Eva Perry, and Libbie in Louisville returned to Murray
Boone-kobert Ward.
Knowing that whatever
Louis, Mo., Saturday, December James, Mrs. A. M. Hawley; Mrs. after having spent six months in
Ka k-.1.__13_ Danit.
albs \-alary Stoner,
happens your loved ones:
a. The weddnik 'was solemnized Myrtle Oribran, and Mrs. Cole- Louisville.
Peter Rabbit--Charles Baucum.
Miss Pearl Blabeatigind Miss Rub)
will be taken care of byl
by the Rev. J. A. Harmon, pastor man Hurt.
Book PirkiiriffThe next meeting will be--held Rose left Murray Sunday tici take
of the First Christian church
your estate created by inlibrarian-Ray
Brown,
Mr,
, Louisvill.
this special work in.
there.- They were attended by in the home of Mrs. Hawley.
surance.
Waggoner. .
for the next six months. Mrs.
Benediction, Mrs. A. M. Ha
Will Moore Beale and Miss Marie
Hire.
Mary-Eleanore
Calle Outland, of the hospital
ley.
Mortenson, Ames, Iowa.
- Wayne Willard.
-'Boy-accomPanied the mimes to and
The bride is a well Isgown
Cochran;
Three ,Ginis-Melba
Special Agent
from Louisville.
P. T. A. Organized
young woman of Murray and is
Mary „Virginia Futrell, Zane Hol- A number of people met on
the daughter gf the late/Mr. and
New York Life Insurance comb.
Mrs. R. L. Keeney. ,./Stie. it a December 28 and organized a Officers hhaloy Fellowship
Company
Robinson Crusoe-L. B. BogDinner
graduate
of Tilghman High school national I'. T. A. Officers were
1843
Since
Reliable
gees.
Last Friday evening- the re\
and served as secretary at the voted upon and_the following
. Tom Sawyer-Paul Dee Battey
elders and sixteen deacons and
Training schoni on coming to were OW'tAtd•
President, Rob Hicks; vice- the patter 'ortlits-First Christian
Murray from Paducah, whe're she
The papers are full of bargains these days. Such words as
formerly ,resided. She, has been president, Mrs. Lottie Dedham: church enjoyed a bountiful felBargains," "Stupendous Sale;" "Unprecedented Values,"
"Matchless
connected with Murray business treasurer, Mrs. Darwin, White; lowship dinner served by th.
like.
the
and
During the
of-the church
--a-seereeteitial capacity.- -and speretary, Atm._ 'Will Miller
hoer -at the table.
The4 organization divided into fellowship
n
m
But every day of the year you are getting a Bargain and a Value
raes best known Young men. He two groepe, soliciting Anew mem- short talks were • made by the
'reofficers
several
and
.pastor
bers
the
for
the
losorganization,
in your purchase of electrical service for your home or-in the operation
Sas formerly in business here
and has had connections with ing side to entertain the win- viewing the work of last year and
of your business.
Mr. Grogan, prin- stressing an enlarged program for
ReVeral Murray Timis as a see- lining side.
re_
'etary
i
and book keeper and is cipal, Miss Orr, English teacher 1g34.
Despite "Tremendous Sales" in other goods and services, we insist
At the close-of the frilowehis
' statistleian for the C. W. A. at Hazel High are the leaders.
chairman
Much interest is being shown. hour. C. H. Redden,
P is the son of, Mr.• Frank Pao!.
of the Church Board, presented
The well know& couple are at
Mr. and -Mrs. 0. B. Turnbovi, the pastor 'With' a token of conhome to their mad)" -friends at
the
stroeniset.of U
he West
is
r: Misses, Stella and Eva Perry and fidence and. good -will from
10022
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A BIG COAL
DOLLAR

CASH COAL COMPANY

Harris Grove

Changes At the
Mason Hospital

MONEY SAVING
-in-,
Automobile Repair

HAZEL NEWS

ASC0

0 •

c0„,4 i s

ROY RUDOLPH & SON

2ASK

and
SLEEP WELL

R. H. THURMOND

Electricity Is The Cheapest
Thing You Buy!

Break in New Tires
During Winter
Months

eti Gooier roads not only cause
tittle wear

ea

Goactvea -

new tires-they

• Pat/tender

also "cold-cure" the rubber. Es-

Cord Tires

limbered up in winter avefage
thousand& mere _miles than tiree

440-21

5.00-19

started off ne-s on hot roads - - $55$ $720'

Get the full non-skid safety of
Good $11
Goodyears fc - winter driving at Used
today's low pgices--rind get more Tires us
Roc,d S.r.k•

miles-by buying now!

511 •

4.50-20
$620

GOODrYEAR

4.50-21

5.25-la

BRING YOUR TOBACCO TO

Murray-Loose Floor
Large Warehouse on South Fifth Street-Just One Block South
of Court Square
WE LED THE MURRAY MARKET BOTH IN HIGHEST AVERAGE..AND NUMBER OF POUNDS SOLD OPENING
DAY,JANUARY 4.
Open day and night Free Stalls and Sleeping Quarters- No
charge for tobacre-removed from floor.

$630

REMMBER'THE LOCATION

Goodyear
Speedway

Goodyear
All Weather

4.75-19

5.50-19

Depesdabl•

Quality '4"

$940

up

Oil... 5,25. end Trion i, Propewion

7°
6
$

BEALE MOTOR COMPANY
In

MURRAY, KENTUCKY
k
TELEPHONE 170
GOOD USED TIRES, $1.00 AND UP. ROAD SERVICE

tIUST SOUTH OF COURT SQUARE

Murray Loose leaf Floor
BUNNIE FARRIS, Manager
Eight Years Experience in the Loose Leaf Business
MURRAY,KENTUCKY
MEMBER OF TOBACCO BOARD OX TRADE.

OF ELLL-I R1CAL SERVICE:
AVERAGE COST
,
.006.•

C

y
day
day
a day

a
a

LIGHTING
MAKING THE COFFEE
SWEEPING THE FLOOR
TOASTING THE BREAD
RADIO ENTERTAINMENT
REFRIGERATION, ICE CUBES
COOKING THE FOOD, per person

half cenct

half cerk
c us-day--

I- 1-2

rits a day
day'
6crameal
1c pe

BUY'STANDARD ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT From
ANY RELLABLE ELECTRIC DEALER
ANYWHERE

Kentucky-Tennessee Light and Power Co*
of the Associated System
MURRAY,

KENTUCKY

WS CO Val ••••••

7 -arefETRieZtVaiRia
iBTEISJEL/E-

e",

4".•

•_ta15,AA---.4,--1•
• •••
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Miss Annie Herron, and Mrs. F.
G. Melton.
The next meeting will be on
Thureday night, January 18. in
The
auditorium.
school
the
niembeeehip is giving twenty-five
zel parents are
urged • to attend. 'Easel Wm
among one of the first to organtie.

Kirksey F. F. A.
Notes

-

ROford Hurt
The Eirksey chapter of Futut•e
rarmers met on
December 27, for its regular
the
They discussed
=meting.
buidneas of the association after
which our advisor. Mr. Venable,
Nerved very delisious refreshMonts.

Roll Of The .F1rst
_
Semester
School_ is now' hall over, New
Hales of our flavoring are PM- eubleeti are being 'offered to all.
gresseing nicely, Almost 40 ,,bbt- The schedule of all the studen
ties have been sold. Mr. Howard is now complete.
i
Hassell is loading the field in
The honor roll foi; the semesmilMng, having six bottles to his ter does not consider attendance,
credit_ If yoti are needing some. however there are some who have
flavoring,' the Future _Farmers perfect attendance.
tave some ereenent extract that
Ttre honor roll is as follows:
they are selling at the remark,
SeniOrs: Charlene Walker,
ableprrs of 35r-per hal
Marie Wall, Jessie Brandon and
Charles James.
some
has
still
The local cheater
. Juniors: Laurine àPd Ger111of the mineral mixture.for hogs dine* Milstead. •
for sale at- the price of 2c per
Sophomores: Margaret Gipson,
pound. This =leersl mitxure is Ila Nett Rrindon, H. E. Brandon.
_approved by the Kentucky Ex- Celia Miller and Evelyn Allem
pertinent Station, and is probably
Freshman: Mary F ra aces
must the thing that yoUr hogs are White and Virginia Miller.-- •
naediao,
Eighth Grade: Roy Mae Hart,
-and J. W. Wilsion.
The Future Farmers club cullSeventh Grade: Laura Janet
ed some chickens for Mrs. Jeasie. Curd.
• 440
are
results
Smith and good
pected.
lenonians - Defeat Aiwonlans
Enoniao society boys' basket-• We have just. received the Govball team_ won a close game from
ernment Outlook Charts and are -the Argonlins 17-12. The game
glad to pass on some of•the tutor- was. close till", the last quarter
mation that ...they contain. The where the Enonians pulled
into
-storage stocks of butter are twice the lead
Seven men scored for
as lame as average. The num- both
teams and_All-but one mart
ber Of dairy cows on raTeens
scored tour points each. .,,This Ls
for
pest
_the
increased
_•steadily•
.
the hen time we remember hav,few year's. There hal been lesi ing heard - of this
anTwhere. So
emitting -of poor eowa - The num- ar_ rhe ,total
points on basketber of yougsg dairy 'animals! on ball stand: Eno. 4, Arg_.2.
The
• farms is much Jaeger than corn- girls are scheduled to
play Wed•
:mop.
nesday.
- 'There is slightly less poultry
sup...00- farms this year. and the
Sophomores Elect Officers
'ply of poultry and- eggs on stole -. New
officers-of the Sophomore
cirrial.' Hew'age is little above iicitess ease been elected for 1934.
-ester the price of--poultry and, The
retiring officers are: presieggs hag not been favorable when dent.
Audrey Rose;.. vice-presicompared with the price of feeds.
dent,. Celia Miller; secretaryThere is a large surplus stree
treasurer, Brooks
-Underwood.
Ply of lard and the supply of
pork is large. Germany, which
commonly buys large amounts of
„lard. has, bought little this year.
rate
Ttfe foreign exeharree
should increase the 'sale of our
-dark tobacco abroad.
Honor

t

•
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_ Societies
field. Ella Pasehall. nephew...of by Revs. Vaughan and W. A.
The officers-elect are: presiand Enonimi the latter's, returned home With Baker. She is survived by one
The Argonian
dent, Robert Miller; illee-presidaughter,- Mrs. Nix of Ohio, who
dent, Clifford Brandon; secretary meleties of Hefei High,-ElalTsol them Monday.
the
organized at
Nell Brandon. which were
and treasurer,
Mrs. Haney Nance and fantily arrived at her mother's bedside
beginning of the school year, are of Paris. Tenn., were Christmas several days before her passing.
engaged in a point winntng eon- day' 'Blasts cif her staler, Mrs. A granddaughter. Mrs. QaineY
Hazel-Faxon Game
Seeugge aud Rev.- Mr. Scruggs
__Hazel's five bowed in defeat to- tent, The losing socieg ie to L. Ellis-end faintly.
The Rev. and Hrs. Carl Smith ware also present at the funeral.
on the entertain thee winning society.
quintet
Faxon's fat
with a party which is to be given of Paris, spent severitt.daYa hurt - We had the pleasure of atteedHazel floor. Friday night, January
week viith Mrs. Smith's -mother, Mg a good program and Christ5: Faxone heavy guarding held in the near future.
At the beginning of the sernea- Mrs. 011ie Nesbitt and
other mas tree at Smotherrnan school,
down Hazel's men to a loW score.
which was conducted by the
H. Walker of Faxon led in scor- ter sew presidents were elected. 'relatives.
ing for their team. Hazel's team Mr. James Lamb is now president
Since last issue of The Ledger teachers, Mrs._ Kosha Jones and
of
the
Enonian society and Mr. & Times; four couples of which Mrs.. Christine Grogan.
was weakened in 'the first frame
Mr. and Mee. Clay Orr have
by Lamb receiving an injured Charles James is now president of one or both lived In this community, have married. Miss Joe-- moved in with her patents, Mr.
1.. Both teams showed nice, the Argonian society.
playing ability, although Faxon
tine Wrather, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Lon Arnett while Mn,
held the score of 32, to Hazel's
and Mrs. Jim Wrather, and Ray- Orr is working On the road.
mons Story, son of Mrs. Belle
score of 15. The game was one
Erwin,
Miss Imogene
Story.
of much interest.
A nine-pound son arrived at daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Torn"
Hamel Future Farmers
the home qt Mr. and Mrs. Ruse ErWiti' and Ellis Ross Paeehall,
The Hazel Chapter of Future Paschall 'Thursday, January 4. son of Mr. and Mrs. Ross PasMixon Trounces' Hazel
Kathrine
Dune,
Miss
chall.
Farmers, held their weekly meet- Mother and baby doing nicely.
Exhibiting a strong offense as
Hisb
Mrs.
and
Mr.
of
daughter
ing Tuesday, January 9.
Monday morning it husked like
well as defense, Coach Kelly's
Charles
James • white blanket was coming to Dunn and Woodrow Rickman, son Cardinals soared high oder Hazel
- President
McEntee;
Ed
Mrs.
and
Mr.
of
two
major
business brighten the earth, but, the snow
brought
game at Hazel, Friday night,
Willie Humphreys of
ite.nts
before
The flakes were soon
the club.
melted and and Miss
32-15.
Milburn
and
Grove
vanilla sales and seed selling. We though gloomy weather continues, near Harris
Faxen, off to a last start, gaindecided on next Tuesday. January It will make us more appreciative Orr, son of Mn, and Mrs. Clayed the lead in the first quarter
ton' Otr.
16, for our next night meeting. of good Saeather.
and retained it throughout the
Mrs. Belle Paschall
We erosed by the usual ceremony.
Mrs. Jahn McPherson was
game.
Mrs. Belle Paschall. age '71,
ed Saturday to the bedside of
Herbert Walker and Iveta BoFresh Elect Officers
her brother, John Hale, near died last Tuesday after a very gard led the attack with 14 and
and
pneumonia
of
illness
short
The' officers of the Freshman Murray, veto was critically
points respectively but ColThe remains were nine
class have been elected for the
Holmes Ellis, who is com- heart trouble.
son, 0. Walker and Workman
Grove
Pleasant
in
rest
to
laid
folas
are
last semester. They
pleting a course in agriculture,
All figured prominently in the
beside- her companion,
_
lows>
returned to Lexington.,
last eenretery
point-making and defense.
In
away
passed
who
President, Bradford Armstrong; Tuesday, after spending vacation Cap Paschall,
Faxon's second team defeated
ar1928., Relatives, of Detroit
Viva . Caldwell;' here at home.
vice-president.
rived Wedheaday top late for Hazel's "B" teatu, 26-14.
secretary-treasurer. James Limb;
The Pleasant Grove Epworth the funeral Mrvieeer.- Tho sue:
sargemeteat-arms, L. B. Tucker,
The Faxon quintet will meet
League held its meeting with viving children are Mrs. Luther
the Birmingham, Ky.. team for
Mr. And Mrs. Ivan Guthrie, Sun- Deering and Barney Paschall.
their first time in basketball hisExionian-Argonian Girls to Clash
day evening.
She was a member of Sinking _tory. Friday night, January 12.
The girls of the Enonian and
Mrs. John Baker, who was on Springs Baptist churah. -Elder Edefyone is invited
Argonian society were scheduled the rack list _last week is able Hawley, of Reset, preached the
to Clash In basketball Wednesday, to be up now.
funeral.. Relatives extent:1114MM
The N.- R. A. literary society
school
met
for kindnesses shown: •
High
ration
Of
January 10. The Enonian girls
Tuesday and elected their new
Mr. and Mrs. Toy Phillips -rewere-'hoping-to win, as they have
ceived ,a radio as a Christmas Mrs. Sarah Stone Sanothemnan
officers for the corning semester.
never defeated the Argonians.
son
and
from
their.
present
Those chosen were: President,
Dec.
of
that
letter,
lest
Since
The lineups were to be: Caldvice-president,
Miller. forwards; daughter, fireret and Miss Lottie 20, the remains of Mrs. Sarah Herbert Walker;
well Mei C.
Detroit.
Stone Smotherman. of Coldwater. Orpha Bretton; secretary, DoTucker ,and ChrLsinan. centers; Phillips of
news reporter,
Pleasant Grove totes Walker;
_Among. holiday visitors ia this Were placed_In
-ellivere and Curd,: gteamits for the
husband, Clarice Grogan.
•er
beside ,
For the .Enonlans: vicinity were Mr. and Mrs. Clar- cemetery
Armenians.
The play entitled. -The Man in
Cooper and King. forwards; Wall ence Adams of near Pottertown, Willie Smotherman. She was 74
was given Satand King. centers.; Hatt and Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Ellis -of Cull- years of age and a member of a Green 4,hirt,"
and Mrs. Tom the Coldwatee Methodist chureh. urday night and enjoyed by the
Steely, guards. Argonian subs: niagham, Mr.
Hendricke and family of May- Funeral services were conducted few that didn't mind the rain.
V. Miller. Broten and Brandon.

S. Pleasant Grove

Faxon High News

ire

Ky.,

of Clew( in _Murray and Calloby Harvey
way county, direeted
W. Riggs arid* It. Pogue. Tune
Several friends gathered at in at ten 'Mateo past one each
the hsOrne of Mrs. Lancaster, Moh- _Friday afternoon-the saute perdaet to quilt for Nine- Resift
iod used by Bro. I. A. Douthitt,
Hurt. Those present were: Mrs.
each Thursday. The
eissie Cothran, Mrs. Treva- Mc-- of Pacllicah,
Daniel, Mrs. Florence Coursee, program this week, Jan. 12. Will
quartet of singers
Mrs. Alma Copeland, Mrs. Lucy feature a
Bro.
Providence, with
Walston, Mrs. Loran Puckett, from
Pogue- as ..ipeirker.
Mrs. Aurelia Andrus.
Harvey W. Riggs
The honor roll Dexter school
CIIR:11414 OF (Matter
for the sixth month 'Mom:
Second Grade: James Thomas
eliereaching the Word"
Walston, Harold Pritchett,
Lord's Day Bible School, 9:45
Third Grade: Charles McDainel,
a. m., Sunday. '
Joe Ed Puckett, Mae Woodall.
Lee
Worship and Preaching, 10:50
Grade: Martha
Fourth
Skaogs, Evelyn McDaniel, Luzer- a. Itu.. Sunday. •
Evening Evangelistic Service.
ine ,Ernstberger.
Fifth Grade: Anna Doris Lan-' 7:00 p. m.
Mid-Week Meeting and Study,
caster.
Covington 7:00 p. m.. W'ednesday.
Grade:
Seventh
litg,
l
Weekly Sing, Friday elei
Reeves, Donald Skaggs.
with Mr. and, Mrs. Owen West
There will be a prograni at the Ibis week, South Twelfth' street.
Cute beriaid Presbyterian an Ob. -Inquiee for specral-classei 'Yes, we began thejaw with
Sunday night. It will be conducted by Sister Hardin. Every fine interest, growing attendlast
ance, and good response
body invited to attend.
Lord's Day, Keep coming and
comitig Mick, and we shall keep
MURRAY'S RADIO
Drop in on our Sunday
FEATURE CONTINUED. growing. meetings;
they are a
el*rting
and others, enReaders of the Ledger & Time* little "differene,"
will be glad to know that we are joy them.
A WELCOME AWAITS YOU.
now to be represented from MurHarvey W. Riggs, Minister
ray in a regular weekly radio
program. broatimat from station
WPAD. Paducah, at 1:10 p• m,
eachFriday.
Last week we announced a program broadcast, following several
FRAIIKFORT. Ky., Jan. 8people Warning 'that "theiet will lie- a
local
by
given
such
have deficit of front ten to elevetemil,
These
1933.
through
brought a fine interest among lion dollars In available revenue:
people in this section, and the to support the state government
response in messages-to the sta- for, each of the next two Murat
tion management has been such years," -Gov:- Ruby Laffoon told
that they now see fit to give an members of • the 1934 General
available period regularly to the Assembly in joint session this
Friends should afternoon that "the state's budget
same forces.
continue to (Mower Station WPAD must be balanced and _the effiwith postal cards just now, to ciency of our state government
show Our appreciation.
must be maintglned."
, This will be a "Gospel ProRead the Claseliflede
gram" sponsored by the churches It Pays
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STORrM

Now is the time'of the year
_when 'Otte should select the staill
However. if
try breeding flock
has a- mixed flock, 'It will
on
usually be better to get-eggs from
-a-44ocke-of good produotioe !sleet'
Ihould be made to have tho-Ohleita
-batched early, far the'late
b eldour, lays mil sprtng when
• It is toe late for ,profitable •egg
production.

Hazel High School

WINTER
MERCHANDISE
OVERCOATS and TOPCOATS.
GUARANTEED ALL WOOL

The Parent-Tes.chere Aseecia"MEW -df Hazel Wale Organized DEL
cember 18 Lad elected tbe following Officers:
Mrs..
R. HiCitS, president;
12/1. W. C. Denharh, vice-president; Mrs. DX. White, treas.
urer; Mn. Will Miller,,secretary.
The next meeting was" held
January 4 and-ediefoildwiem-were
appointed to serve as progratn
comniittee: Mrs. lease Steels,

In.Ingle., all our silk lined tatiol

1'0108.

(rr gray." .3640 46 sizes

Boys' 75c Hi-Back

,
•

4 to IS SIZES
_
Fully cut -sizes arill extra Well made
of meetquality, heavy blue denims;
jartt odors. WHILE THEY 'LAST..

Calloway Circuit Court
Lumeer-Company,
Plalretiff
-Vm Judgment
.
W. H. Aramirdne: Eale'. •
_
Derenclants
Men's $1.69
By virtue of a judginersesand.
Ct-.order of sale of the Calloway Cu'
cult Court rendered at the"November ferny eliereof, 1/33. In/theabove cause ter the purpose of
H.**try blue denim jackets, lined $
peewee,'.91 debts_ and Mists hers
in expended, I rittall' proceed to
10114 part wool plaid blanket
offer for sale at 'Me court house
Hme two _side pockets.
door in Murray/Kentucky, -to the
"
ALL SIZES .
hielleme hiddeer at public auction,
:22 day _of Janon Mondar,
uary. 1.934. at 1 o'clock er thewabout (same- being county coert
eay) WPM' it reedit Of MX months,'
- the foltoertng defirribmt terePerte,
Men's $4.50
and - lytng - in' Calloway
being
towit:
Kentueliy.
County,'
Being a part of the S. W. Qr.
of S. 27, T. 2 It East. Beginning,
at the N. W. corner of said'S.'"W.
All it-atiwr construction, sturdy
Qr. thence east eighty (80,) poles;
thence south One Modred six
eteck and imerewearing. With etoel
and two-thirds 006 2-3) poles;
heel IIliate%. 27 pairs to moll
thence west eighty (801 poles;
at pair
thence north one hundred Mx
and tweethirds (108 2-3) pole
to the point.,of beginning containing fifty-three and one-third
(62 1,3) acres spore or lees and
being the west _end of the origami,
lot No. 3 of the Ellaticely estate
and being the same land conveyed
All rubber boots with red soles and
to W. H. Armstrong by_deed from
beels
High black'uppers, $.11.00 val.
C. W. Kelley - of July 19, 1918, m
uteree-FA
shown by deed book - 457 Page
7"6"/T,- as 'record in the CallowaI
County Court Clerk's- office at
Murray. Kentucky.
For rtie-purebatie Price the purchaser must ezetotte bond with
approved security, bearing legal
Clno-buckle. c1oth tope. $2.00
interest from the day of sue, un11 stars.
Jnet.. 24 Vains left.'7th
til Paid, and- liavituL.,thes.../asca.
PA IR
and effect of -a-judgment Bidders will be prepared to corePlY
promptly with these teims. t;eo.
w
S. Hart, Master Commissioner

Women's Felt

SAVINGS!

Man In Charge

HATS

Men's $2.25 •
1.-

-the

16-in HI-CUT LACED-BO(OTS

.98

- "Firestone" GUM BOOTS
Men's

WHIPCORD
WORK PANTS

Pair

$1.49

Men's 75c

Men's $1.69

BLUE MELTON
JACKETS

WINTER RIB
UNION SUITS

ARMY DUCK
RIDING PANTS

98C

58c

98c

Long sleeves and legi,
ecru color, sizes from
38 to 46.

Khaki and
snag-proof arm
fabrics.

Pair
Heavy wool mertons in
Dark gray, snag:proof
.Yank-on style, 6 to 18
8 to 18 sites, have two
whipcord.", have dousizes, tan colors, wide
Mug . bin seats and leather- , front pockets and elasand
Oottoma
t rim pockets.
- tic bottoms.
waists,

ONE HOUR SALE

Women's 35c Jersey Knit
19c
Bloomers, pr.

Women's Derby Ribbed
Stockings, pr. . . . . 14c

THURSDAY FROM 9:30 TO
10:30 ONLY!
2c
loc COMPLEXION SOAP

$2.00 Quilts and Corn- 98c
fortees

Yard wide 19c Colored
- 10c
Outings, yd.

CLARK'S 0. N. T. THREAD 3c

Men's $1.00 Part Wool
. 59c
Coat Sweaters

50c Knitted Tams
and Berets

10c BLEACHED MUSLIN yd. Sc

Boys' 85c Fleece Lined
Lumber Jackets . 49c

39c Quilt Size
Bundles

Men's 2.9c Wool
Boot Socks, pr.

14c Plaid or Check
Ginghams, yd.

1'9c

19e

15c CANVAS GLOVES Sc

25c Stick-on SHOE SOLES,
for men and women, pr. .

Sc

5c & 10c SCHOOL TAB1•ETS 2c
Men's 10c WORK SOX, pr. 'Sc
One lot

19( grade*,
ohle

rib.

TWI.11'11"W

or

1-...trted

II

colors.

GENULNE DU-PONT LEATHERETTE
or,
duek

STAR VALUES

19c

STOCKINGS
10 I'll

Boys' $3.00 Sheep-lined COATS

Pair

FLYERS

Men's

itibtarl

SOr
11.98 and 52.98 kinds.
. letsny large head sizes.

Boys' $2.00

•

14c

CHOICE OF' THE
HOUSE

ers-for Miles-The

98c

119

WHILE IT LASTS

ELECTRIFYING

CORDUROY
LONG1ES

BLANKET LINED JACKETS

Guaranteed fast colors, in new light
and (lark pat/wryer. tart (rim full
bolts. :

Come Ye Bargain Seek-

Boys' $1.69

s

Fig]
hint
but
coil
**-1
•totri
1.**

21 DRESS PRINTS

'TEN DAYS OF FURIOUS SELLING- A ONCE-IN-A-LIFETIME OPPORTUNITY

RICH PICKINGS-

YARD WIDK

FACTORY CLEARANCE!

JANUARY CLEARANCE
SALE!

Mehone and all wool Tweed% In gray, blue

BLUE OVERALLS

COMMISSIONER'S
SALE

ORpERV.D SOLD!!
SENSATIONAL PRICE WRECKING!

Men's $15 and $16.50

soone
Publit
able
thorit
ate c
prole
Presit
and 1
spons
statut
for
hag
pendi
Come
em-p1i

Assorted NOTIONS lc ea

$1-98

Final elettrance -of theme sturdy warm t'ttata; each
coat full sheep-lined and has pig. attrithat storm
collar; two stile wrid two breast pockets; corriuroy
lapels; batten and loop hastening,: mete, all-around
belt.

$1.98

I

Women's 19c and 29c HOSIERY

I9C
Derby and plain-ribbed;

pr.

mercerized

Winter weight, assortrd color.; and all

and

lisle.

sizes

to

10%.

a
Boys' $2 Zerotex Suede
ZIPPER JACKETS
Now
$1.39

ao

Warm tan ecrior zerotre "nettle jarketre two pockets, elastic rib bottoeum; 54 to IS sizes; zipper fastenings.
WOMEN'S 79c FULL FASHIONED

Men's One-buckle ARCTICS
\- 111.
'
.

-

98c

./

STORES
(ASH DEPARTMENT

KNOWN FOR BIG VALUES

SILK HOSIERY
Sheer Chiffons or Service Weights. Choice of ten
popular shades. Beautifully full-fashioned. Picot or
lisle tops. Stnert.S% to 112e
Clearance price, pair

.••
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.••••111
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WaldoPresent's BriefinBehaV ofAurora Dam

THE LEDGER & TIMES, MURRAY, KENTUCKY, THURSDAY' AFTERNOOK'JANUARY 11, 1934.
the wedding party ,bad sup."We have spent five years and
and. Thursday at the Capitol vice
day
Wednes
per with the bride's parents, Mr.
a large rum of money in preparand Mrs. F. W. Erwin. For' her
wedding gown, the bride chose a
black crepe semi-formal dinner
dress. The groom was attired in
gray. The attendants were: Mr.
Autry McReynolds, Miss Viola
Paschall, Mr. R. L. Cooper, Miss
Lurene Erwin. Mr. Edwin Gunter and Miss Leila Ellis.
The attractive young couple
are making their home with the
groom's parents. Mr. and Mrs.
g. R. Paschall.
a
by
honored
was
bride
The
shower given by Mrs. Leslie Ellis
and Miss Leila Ellis, Wednesday
evening, December 27. She received a number of lovely and
many
gifts from her
useful
friends.

the necessary engineering
designs, making surveys and hydraulic studies, and in taking options-on lands. We have also developed a market for three hun- dred million kilowatt-hours ofpower,' justifying the installation
of the! -first two units in the
power house, which would have
about 90,000
the capacity of
horse -power. This power under
our plans could be mute wholly
prineary, that is- to say, gontlnuouls throughout the yeat, with
no additional expense; -merely by
adopting a plan of interchange
of surplus power with the existing steam power plants.

ing

PAGE SEVEN
Sunday afternoon immediately attendance last Sunday, but we
will need forty-five more than we
following Sunday School.
last Sunday to beat the
had
James
and
Dunn
Miss Agnes
of the corresponding Sunrecord
night
Saturday
Ralph Wells were
1933.
of
ay
of
supper guests tit the home
Preaching by the pastor at
Miss Elaine Brandon.
m.
a. in. and 6:00
10:45
Mil Estelle Hayes *as weekChair will sing "How Long Wilt
Dorothy
guest or Miss
end
Thou Forget Me" by Speaks, at
Barnes, of near Murray.
the morning service. - At the
Miss Attie Tucker, who directed 5:00 o'clock service the chair
the play, "The Wild Oats Boy", will sing "The King of Love My
that was presented at this place, nhepherd Is" by Porter.
characters a supper
gave the
Junior and Senior Christian EnMonday night which was enjoyed deavor at 6144 P. W.
by all present.
Prayer
meeting Wednesday
Mrs. Jim Black has been on night at 7:00 o'clock.
the sick fist but is reported bet"ALL ALWAYS WELCOME".
ter at present.
E. B. Motley, Pastor
Mrs. John Baker has been confined to her bed with rheunia-.
torn. Mrs. Dave Parka,.-4.e--'att
an the sick list.
We wish to thank our malty
Mr. and Mrs. Otho Winchester
and neighbors for their
friends
with
live
to
Hazel
to
are moving
Mrs. Winchester's grand father, kindnesses during the illness and
Mr. Scruggie niece the death .
atb of our husband and father.
his wife.
lore -wish to -thank the- many---We
.The play, "Tlie-Wifortraff-Dor
that was given at this place De- friends for the beautiful floral
cember 22, will be presewted at offerings and words of condoand
Vencleave school , house Friday lence—Mrs. Fttnnte
night, January 12.—"Rose Bud." children.

p.

of President gtound that they construe the
"The program
t of Tennessee Valley Act an a grant
developmen
Roosevelt for the
the water powers of the Tennes- of exclusive right to them for the
see Valley can be aocomplished development of water power in
sooner and its benefits to the the Tennessee River and tribupublic made more promptly avail- taries.- 'If the position of the Authorable if die Tennessee Valley Authority will cooperate with priv- ity is correct, then Congress, by
ate citizens in constructing these this action, excluded private capProjects," said, W.- G. Waldo, ital from the opportunity of dePresident of Southern Industries veloping any of the 149 dam
and Utilities, Incorporated, in re- sites covered by the official sur"We are whoa,' in sYniPatbY
sponse to an lisquiry as to thp vey of the Army engineers. The
of the Tennessee
status of the Aurora Dam project
cost of building these with the efforts
Doran, a
Hansford
James
promote the
for which Mr. Waidoas company 149 dams is $1,250,000,000, and Valley Authority to
formee student of this institution
RoosePresident
of
plan
general
has an application for license their. power output Would be 25,and Mite Katie Mae Harrison, a
unified, development .
flrgh
pending before the Federal Power 000,000,000 kilowatt hours per velt for a
Afternoon," with Gary Cooper graduate of Farmington
Sunday
"One
and
are
from
Valley,
'the
Scene
throughout
Commiesiee, which promises early year, or a substantial part of
tiebool 'were- married- Sate
niter.
Autnortt7
Frances
And
r--ttre
a
tbWilling
ern-go-37E1a --fay 1500 men.
the entire water power output of
December 23. Mrs. Doran is the
to purchase our
States. It this is all have an option
attractive daughter of Mr. and
as- Jordan.
reasonably
also
are
We
1930.
"like our own case for ex- the United
at
virtue
fait
development at a
Twelfth Grade: Charlie Arnett, Mrs. Noah Harrison and is now
ample," continued Mr. Waldo, to be developed by the Tennessee any time they see fit. All we sured of additional funds to coinOber&'Ernie.
teaching at Antioch school in
"Southern Industries and Utili- Valley Authority exclusively, it ask is that no steps be taken
project. We should be
Graves county. The groom is the
ties is a wholly independent com- is truly a stupendous undertak- whisk shall oda waneeessarily to plete the
Predared to begin actual construeR. E. Dottn. MIST CHIILSTIAN CHURCH'
who en- son of Mr. and
students
new
Other
pany, having no connection with ing, and one which will require
A poultry culling demonstraAurora barn.Hon work in the river within 60
d* dset of the
second semester They will make their home with
any other power company what- several generations for its comtion was held at the home of
while a to--9-0 days after granting of our rolled for the
market,
the
for
pewee,
however, private
If,
the groom's parents.
ere: ,
ever. - We organized in 1928, pletion,
Sunday, school at 9:30. W. Z. Mrs. McFadden of Hunter's Trace
lasige one, is necessarily very low neense by the Federal Power
First grade—Martha Sue Norunder the laws of Maryland, for citigene are peilnitted to assist in
Carter,
superintendent. Splendid road in Jefferson county.
we
that
Commission, assuming
the purpose of constructing a the work, while always gran
the'
of
"We he'd made Plane for the'-ean neeure the cooperation
Second grade—Otis Messes Milnavigation-power project on the the Tennessee Valley Authority
on of Cello- Tennessee Valley anteerfty.
ler.
Calloway the right to take over their de- complete electrificati
River in
Tennessee
Mr. and Mrs. Huston Paschall
serve
the pro- way Connty, Kentucky. to
"When we begin work on our
Fourth Grade--.-Dottie Lue MilCounty, Kentucky.' The gompany velopment at any time,
are the prOniii parents of a boy
unit to show project, it will mean new life to ler, Mary Sue Miller.
on
demonstrati
a
as
ivepidly
more
proceed
can
gram
originally 'Consisted of but one
born January 4.
what can be done with rural the lowar end of the valley. since
Fifth grade—Billy Brooks.
stockholder in additien to thy- and its benefits can be more
Miss Muthal M1chaux of St.
preeent
the
under
on
electrificati
Authe
if
than
theimmediate
e
West,
we contemplat
Eighth Grade: Fiewel
self. Thie was Robert H. Mc- quickly realized
Louis, -Mo., is visiting her parpettier
Cheap
law.
Worke
Public
IQ
alone.
men
work
idle
employment of 1500
Mary Katherine Hobson.
Neill of Washington, D. C.,.Nhief thority must do the
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Alton alichaux.
Tennessee Valley Authority clear the reservoir site and when
farmers
"In the case of the rurora at
60
council of the corporation. Ihre
Approximetely
Prayer meeting is still progessavailable to we get our construction under
made
be
would
rates
now. have about 40 stockholders Dam, the Tennessee Valley Auwere present at the maattng ing nicely with good crowds at'this
in
homes
farm,
thousand
PRICES
way fully 6,U00 men will be re- held_ here last Thursday night to
but none of them are otherwise thority has stated, as reported two
tending each Wedensday night
county under our plans. A large hutred.
eovernm_ega tobacco est this place.
_
intereated.,ba the .power buslitess by the pre*, that they think that
_the
•
discuss
reputanational
of
supply house
•
in any war-Whatever.
snett - Mr. and Mrs. Joe nrandon gave
Mr.
"By' dealing • with abe Aurora growers contract.
possibly- the Aurora Dam should
supply of secondpresent
the
r,
when
Remembe
program
our
in
tion 000perating
this way and and Mr. Chas. Williams explifified the young people a. pound su_p"Our company made prompt be the next development they would offer a complete electrical Dam situation
hand furniture is moved from the market, it must
time
Valley
this
at
but
Tennessee
the' terms of the co_ntract.
per Monday, night. There were
application under the Federal should undertake,
tank relieving the
go up everywhere, as the cost-of new furniture
pumping unit with
Water Power Act for a two-year they axe without funds to under- and automatic control for supply- Authority of the respolulibility
about 75 that enjoyed the ocnecessitates thit
take' it. On Deoemb•er 17, 1933,
for its present development, the
The Wildcats were' successful casion.
preliminary wink, allowing
ing running water to the
of funds of the Au-o itt defeating the Tigers of Murquota
next
wed_many
to make the necessary engineer- Chairman Morgan of the Tennesthere
wexe_eo
_As
kitchen for $21 per installa-T-Ihe ray High by the score of 22-18 dined during the holidays, there
fo
thority will - be
ing studies and- iiiirveys. The ap- see-. Valley Authority was quoted tion.
the
of
n
follows:
as
constructio
Friday
press
tussle
fought
immediate
thea
in
hard
in
in
August,
granted
plication was
is no need of me trzing to men"It we make this development. Chickamauga Dam at Chatta- night.
August • From an engineering stand1931, and_expired in
tion them.
furnish
prepared to
nooga, which will fill another
---4101•933. PrIZT to expiration, how- point, Aurora Dam is being stud- we will be
Bro. Harvey Riggs, of Murray.
Both the-first and second teams
existing indus- long felt-want and provide early
to
power
ample
ever, the company made formal ied by the Authority to determine
have games scheduled with Se- will preach at this place next
Tennessee Val- employment ter'many people.
lower
the
in
tries
application in accorance .with the whether It should not' be one ut
Friday-night, January 12.
already- made arago
Act, for a license granting- the its next Projects. The Tennes- ley. We have
- therefore
"We
locate some new
to
Fr,
rangements
right to construct the necessary see Volley AutTabrity, however,
In the world why, froda
which will in- reason
should
dam and" power plant. This ap- does not feel justified in starting Industries there
efforts
our
any
standpoint,
employment and utiltze
plication Is now Tendtng before another project with its preitent crease
not be encouraged, approved an
and valuable natthe FederalCommission. hinds. We have only enough to the abundant
assisted by all publje "authorlregiaa•The
the
oP
After Our Christmes holidays,
Objection was interposed by the finish one job and make a tithed ural resources
ties."
work has begun steadily ones
result ef this will be the substanTenneiMee Valley Authority on the start on Wheeler Dam:
more. Grade cards for the first
tial uphuilding of the lower Ten"If the Tennessee Valley Au- nessee Valley in -industrial entersemester will be given out"Wedthority will approve the grant- prise with the widest possible deneeday.
WILL JOHNSON,
ing of our licenserby the Federal gree
rural electrification
When we reconvened we found
Mr.
said
mission,"
Power'Com
Don't le thins get a strangle hold.
rolisar the I
tionor
the plastering of the auditorium
"Since the Aurora Dam will
Fight geniis spilckly. Creemalsion com- Waldo, "we will be le position
River nav-g-tOonth of the first,semester
almost emepjeted. The work is
bines Leugswitsipaitamta._Pstaufnl _ make an immediate beginning make the Tennessee
Dar the entire *tint ts tur-ttill•V
bet:lig-Tone by CWA workers. We
AWast- oil the week of clearing our reser- Igable to a depth of 12 feet
but hornless. PI=I
soliates
te
167 mime, the largest' portion trf Owfbg to the eight months
mouthed&
feel that it will add to the conscotics. Your disa
remaining
weetaidag We
is provided- for in! the high saw' grade card* were' flirt of the building as'well eta to
es
se -rofaini -yons-10110Pareille
for th Aurora deend ef the
-your cough or cold is not relieved by lands needed
River and -teatime, Act of heeded out at the
the appearance _ef the Interior.
the
velopment
lady
cxeomuision.
month:
Several new students have' enKeel,
M=MMIlik
Frank
Will
Grade:
First
rolled for the -second semester's
Beaman(
Samuel
Eugene Myers.
Among theta are: Cozie
works
Betty Jane Admits, Marian Suet
. Ruby Doors. Hal
Rogene
Mae
.losetYhtiljne, Earline Coebruni,
Herman Venable.
Doors.
ta -Morris.
. .
has as_Second Grade:, Johey Pat Boyd, • The largest crowd that
Wilson, Maxin sembled in our auditorium this
Jaines Leslie
Crouch, Martha, ,Jo Miller, Billy term was present at the annual
Christmas ,peagram given ThursRay Miller.
MURRAY, KaiTUCKY
21. The
evening. DeceinbirThird Grade: Joe Tom Erwin
alaprit play, "Silas Smide from Tura*
Hutchins,
Willodaan
Morris. Jean Ed Watson, Barber Ridge-, given Saturday evening,
TO
December 23, was /leo well at:
Rogers
Street is now
Fourth Grade: James Thomas tended.
Stark, ..Bobbie Nell Enoch, Ruth
Among the weddings of interSeherffius,-Nelle Rhodes, Barbara
Jaunita Arnett, est to the school was that of Miss
nielle Harris,
Imogene Erwin to Mr. Ellis Ross
Marjorie Arnett.
was
Finn fltade:- Jessie tee Flip- Paschall. -The ceremong
of
po, Margaret Nelle Hanes, Grace read by Rev. W. A. Baker
gaze], Ky. After the nuptial ser-'
Wilson.
Sixth Grade: Josephine Crawford, Mary Frank Erwin, Mary*
Sue Miller, Mabel Wilson, John
Ed Stephens,
Seventh Grade: Evelyn Lou
wonderful what a set (DJ
Lockhart, Ruth. Cole, Bonnie- WilWOMEN who suffer from
new
Firestone spark plugs will
and
aches
many
have
•
often
nese
liams, Louise Jones.
of health
state
stronger
a
engine! And engines
which
pains
Sue
Fannie_
Eighth .Grade i
would prevent.
Jones.
certainly get sfuggish after plugs
Women in this condition should
°dine Swann, take Card-tit a purely vegetable tonic
Ninth-Grade:
are 10,000 miles old, or older.
that has heel in use for over 60 years.
Estelle Todd.:...:-•
Cardul to improve the general
Firestone Spark Plugs deliver a
:'"rake
Tenth Gralte: Josephine Cain, toni of the system in cases of runquick hot spark and are doulde
Harry Cotham, Isabelle Stephens, down health and "tired nerves"
cages.
Carlos Erwin, Richard Boston, Women have found, in such
that Cardul helps them to overcome
•
Ernest zones. pains and make the monthly Periods
Eleventh Grade: Robbie Neil*. easier. CARDui is safe and wholeMyers, Geneva Hunter, Charlotte some for women of all ages. Try it!

••

estimated

Card of Thanks

'Taw

Mrs.

Glint 's Flat

Just Received
'FURNI-

LARGE SHIPMENT OF SECOND HAND
TURE TO BE SOLD AT SECOND
HAND

preesure

farm-

er's

SPECIAL OFFERINGS IN

eel

EINISIVIIIIMIN) MIN

'Lynn Grove High

Foyer

0-

SHOE REPAIR

BUY NOW AND SAVE—

- DUTCH'S SHOE
SHOP

Lynn' Grove Hi

COUGHS

Dressers
Singer Sewing Machines
Beds
Kitchen/Cabinets
Springs
Phonographs
Dining Tables
Chifforobes

also of

Maurice Crass

Workman
NORTH FOURTH STREET
Just Off the Square
iffiEENEEMEDibi[8]ref,

nuar.etag.,

Basement Ford Garage-

BEFORE YOU GO
For a COSTLY TOW

FARMERS LOOSELEAF FLOOR

day

THE TOBACCO GROWERS OF 71I- WESTERN DISTRICT:
open day and nig ht to
Our floor located on Depot
receive your tobacco. We have PLENTY OFieROOM, WITH
FREE STALLS and SLEEPING QUARTERS.

Put New'Pep'
into your
Engine
Build Up Health

Daily Sales With Prompt Settlement After Each Sale
HIGHER PRICES HAVE BEEN PAID FOR" TOBACCO SOLD OVER OUR FLOOR THAN ANY
OTHER IN THE WESTERN DISTRICT!

Take Advantage of the Highest Market to Sell Your
Tobacco With Us
We have experienced and courteous Men in charge, the manager
and is
having had 17 YEARS EXPERIENCE in the tobacco business
tobacco.
able to advise in any way concerning sale of your

Personal Attention
•

will be given to each and every delivery no matter how small
or how large
0

MEN IN CHARGE—Ginath Owen, book-keeper; C. B. Robertson, ChesIcy Butterworth, J. L Caslpepper, Albert Hale and Cletus Richardson, floormen; F. B. Cherry, night- man.

Farmers Loose Leaf Floor
Incorporated

GUS ROBERTSON, Manager
A MEMBER OF" THE-TOBAca)BOARD OF TRADE
Remember the Location --Depot Street, West Of Railroad
NO CHARGES ON -TOBACCO MOVED OFF FLOOR

and Pains Go Away
vreals•

TT'S

do to a lazy

When you drive in for gas and oil or other
we will be glad to—

eearn y ,
resione.yrasservices
'P1windshied

_

•

That Good
Gulf Gasoline! Distributors have a new location for pumps at the4.
BEALE MOTOR COMPANY,Inc.
formerly occupied by the Jackson Purchase Oil
Company

Herbert H. Young
well known Murray oil man, is operator and asks
his many friends to call on him at the Beak Motor
,
Company front.
Remember, That Good Gulf Gasoline and
Oils are orfunquestionable quality and the service
will be prompt and thorough,

sealed to sale power and coin.*
pres‘ion losses. If YOUR plugs

Check your tires
haCe been in over 10,000 miles* Oil, and
change them nowfor a setofnew
* Anti-Freeze solutions

•

SPARK PLUGS

We carry afull line of IsirestorrY,prodaTts
TIRES - TUBES - BATTER/ES
RIMS - BRAKE LINING
ACCESSORIES

ONE.- STOP
S ERVICE

Firestone Anti-Freeze Now at the low price of $2.65 per gallon
complete radiator
Winter is just beginning. Firestone anti-freeze givesit prevents
rust. Can away,
boil
not
It
will
weather.
protection in the coldest
be drained in the spring, preserved and used again next winter. EFFICIENT,
ECON6MICAL
Washing, Greasing, Crankcase Service, Duco-ing, Simonizing,
Polishing, Vulcanizing, Tube Repairing.

.1

Your Business will be highly appreciated.
Give a working man a chance.

Super - Service Station
of JACKSON PURCHASE OIL COMPANY
MURRAY, KENTUCKY.
EAST MAIN STREET
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'College Orchestra Will Give Annual--Winter'Concert Wednesday Evening
,

TIGER NETMEN
PLAY.TONIGHT
--Coach Holland's Tigers will

I Set? Ready? Go! The Big Minstrel
Is on the Board Tuesday Evening

INTRA-MURAL-SP°RTS4—
INITIATED AT M. H. S.,

A

Last Times Today
JOAN CRAWFORD
—in—
"DANCING LADY"
With Clark Gable and Fred Astaire.

0

POPEYE THEAILOR

•

AP

The Murray. High school tetraretire league will get under way
Minstrel" 7:30 o'clock. If the number of meet the Kirksey Eagles in the
Tbe- ''Old-Times
Elizabeth
Fox:
MelEseen
'Marcia
ranifraThraby
Playing a pro,.
Friday at the high school. There which' „members of the Young queeBens-- that have been asked
MsWinona
High School gynua tonight at
Dye.
Lavelton
Davis,
the
from
movenients
three
are six teams composed of eight Business Men's Club, assisted by by tewnspeople about the date of 7:15 o'clock.
Eath team has
Valeutine. Helen
Symphony in e minor by Dvorak, Neeley, Van
each
and
squad
each
on
indication
any
men
talent front the college, have been the minstrel are
the college orchestra Will be Hire, Clerendolee Berry, Willie-in ream will meet for one "game. preidesing on for several weeks, of the number of people who will lost one game and the Eagles
hgve feer scalps to their credit
itchlow, Pope Johnosn.
herd in its annual winter concert
The-. winner wilt be the team under the direction of Ted San- attend, a packed house will be
with a singlet three-point lose to
Second Violinte Howard SwySeat Wednesdity. January 17, in
perceutage.
with the highest
ford. Is at last About to become the result. The club will give New Concord end with Wine over
Inglis, Kathryn
the • College auditorium begin- era. Franklin
The team managers aces W. C. a. reality. On Tuesday night of the high.school a generous slice
games, Clear
two
Alm() In
Lipford, Herman Matheney. Graning at 8:15 le in.
Pat Covington. Ed Thur- next week the show will dime of the proceeds of the entertainEng- Elkinte
Springs, and Brewers. The Tigers
Joe
Roberts,
Helen
Dill,
den
The Symphony, which is perMond. G. W. Faughn. Chas. T. off at the Murray High school ment.
have wins over Hazel and HarMorhaps better known as TheeSytn- lish, Hazel Jones. .Clierles
Ilerbrough, and Wayne Flora,. auditorium, the cuetein rising at
The general theme of the show din and dropped their first game
Direniton. jr.
phony from The New World; was gaseellerbert
Theteams will be . taken from
will be four song. periods in re- after the holidays to Lynn Grove.
Violas: Loren.'Putnam. Daytha
composed by Dvorak while he was
students not participating nevemThese
cent American history.,
high school
Following the
Arts And Crafts Club
Winslow, Virginia
living in America at. the turn of Dale, Rebecca
sports.
are introduced by four quartet game, the Came Murray five will 4111M•11011NW4
Sullivan.
•
series
the
Ifs
Century.
of
conclusion
twentieth
the
At the
ihnabent.d.tin Art•*o&Cta.titt
antiet-.4ba-Canip Benton quintet.
Cellos': Marjorie ,.Davis, Carl
-themea are largely taken from
of games. an attester team will club enjoyed the hospitality of back," "Wartime". "Collegiate," The, C. C. C. boys here have a
Brown,
Lou
Emma
eteuraeyer,
and
folk musk of America, since it
be chosen by-the managers
Mrs. B. G. Humphreys WednesMe- real teans and have dropped but
d "New Deal" Medleys.
Myra Creektuur.
was the ripialon of Dvorak t
Much Interest, has been day afternoon. when • she reguillt
Swyere, and
n.me this season.
HetMe(!lure.
Floyd
BasSOIPSv
shou
te, country's folk _ music
shown in the event by the stu- meeting was held in her home_ Gu theie--Chneebill-e6
_
night the Tigers will
—
elways furnish inspiration . for -ben
dents.
beau- will do most of the solo singing. go to Boteliog Greet) to meet the
and
the
Among
interesting
Horns:- Russell Shriner, HorIts composers in their attempts at
tiful pieces of needlework in- The quartets will be composed Bowling Green netmen.
better wilting. The second move- ace Berry.
spected tiering the afternoon were of McCaslin, Sanford, Hughes,
Balbach, Mabel
Flutes: Mae
'Y--, ent of thie symphony is largely
of Italian
tapestry and McClanahan.
a square
Interspersed
built upon a folk song which hail Gilpin, Harwood Tilton.
Which was sent to Mrs. HUM- among the solos, and quartet numbeen much sung of recent years. / Clarinets: Howard Brown, Warpitreytt from Portland. Oregon. by bers will be wise-cracks by the
On the right is' The werid4\alland often attributed to the sym- ren Grt-iger.
her son, Robert; a beaded evening six end-men, Ronald Churchill, est boy, Gilbert Reichert, who is
WilReading.
Oboes:
Miriam
of
phony; although as a matter
bag made several years ago by -Joe Lovett, Gingies and Lavern 7 feet 11 inches tall and wears
Dr. W. H. Mason, surgeon of Miss Rennie Rowlett was shown Wallis, Zelna Carter, and Nub
tact, the particular part of the liam Carrier. Jr.
.Seay,
Julia
Albert
Bassoons:
adHospital,
symphony ehould be attributed
,the Mason Memorial
by her piece, etne Leland Owen; Shelton. Those who have seen
•
dressed the Murray College stu- a beautiful quilt- "Early Ameri- some of these boys in action in
to the folk eoug, whieh Ii bitter' Hammett.-- •
Everett
Phillips,
Don
Cornets:
dents and faculty in chapel Friday can" which is being made -by Mrs.. other dramatic events know what
known as "Massa Dear" or "Goin'
December 5. 'on the lubject. "The elevate Randolph; Chenille pillow to expect from this sextet.
Some". .Among other folk song Crane.
Dowdy.
Dean
Trombone:
Science of Medicine and Its In- top and printed organdie apron
themes which will he heard is
•
Probably the most imereating
Tuba: Joe Coulter.
fluence on the Civilization of the shown by Mrs. C. H. Redden.
that classic -Three Biie_deldice"
group - of songs will be those of
Percussion Juliet'Holton, Paul Woridv.
The guests engaged in converOther numbers to "etetslayed inNUB SHELTON
Quartet and
the war period.
Anti bus.
Tracing the study and practice sation and sewing and during the
clude the overture to "Oberon"
numbers include "Rotes of
solo
HARLON
of medicine from antiquity to the social hour the hostess served de- No Man's Land," "My Buddy,"
by von Weber, a march- from
Eighteen
refreshments.
" by Gou"The Queen of Sheba.
modern age. Dr. Mason declared licious
There",
"Tipperary," "0 v e r
that medicine has been the great- members were present. Mn. D. "You'll Find Old Dixie Land in
nod, lead "Dense Mitesibree: by
Saint Steens. In thiselast named
est force for the betterment of Houston will be hostess to the France", "Good-bye
Broadway,
next meeting on February 14.
number-. Death emerges-from
the human
Hello France," and others. The
and
tunes
his fiddle,
grave,
plays • The Aurora, Dam Club ts reMedicine at first. weste closely
modern group includes -"Shuffle
for a sprightly dance-of- the other belying associate memberships for allied with religion, superstition
Off to Buffalo?' 'ofpu're Such a
With the approach
spirits.
fifty Alnts where troupe go in and magic. Health was superComfort to Me," "Easter Parade,"
dawn, as the rooster crows, the eoliectivelyand in cases where full vised by the priest, he explained,
"Annie Doesn't Live Here Any
*kits return to their graves and mentheethips -*read not be ex- az a part of his religious duties.
More,""I'm a Night Owl," and
quiet,-before
century
The fourth
pected. "The associate members
"Last RotThd-up." Piano accomof
MurTurner
0.
T.
Senators
The program in detail follows! do not-have votinelkivileges but Christ. Dr. Mason declared, gave
be divided between
ray and Robt. Humphreys of paniment will
1. Overture. Oberon---von Weber are
cards medicine its Teal impetus as a
and Seiburn
given membership
eollege
the
of
Darnell
Mayfield ware punished for their
2. Seisphogty in e Miner No, 6-- showing their association.
pianist. Orchestral
science of man'. Hippocrates was
to --Iiii-edTilierittriilleiti White-, local
opposIfibil
Dvorak
The 'first group to join and one of the first to place medicine by being left off the all-important accompaniment will be given by
Adagio; allegro motto
Hunlphreys. clarinet;
orignittors of the idea was the on a sound basis.
rules committee for the Senate, Conn Linn
Largo
Boyd a number 22 shoe playing with
Hunter, Jenner, Pasteur, and
workers on the college stadium.
English. trumpet;
Joe
announced
Monday.
Allegro con fume
The cab nab:CM have been or- Lister were mentioned by the
Myers, saxophone; and Van Val- the House of David basketball
early
who
Smith,
Ray
Senator
3 -fa) &nee Macabre—
five which plays the -Lynn Grove
violin. •
ganised under -the foreman and speaker as min whose contribu- aligned with the
administration entine,
Seint Saens
as
honored
should be
Independents January 20. tinder
have joined theeolub. The New tions
on
body
placed
the
was
eorces.
(b) La Heine de -Salsa
Concord-Wiswell project is also worthy of ,everlaseing fame.
his wing is H. Reed business
as Wee Senator James Breathitt,
(Marche et Cortege
yellow
pox, malaria,
Small
manager of the elub. They have
being organized and are expected
lieutformer
of
Hopkinsville.
-•-e4Sou nod
Others are also fever, diabetes, tuberculosis have
•
engagement with_ the Lynn
an
to come in.
The -pereenhel of the college betne contacted 'for associate been either conqutred or held in gover,nor and candidate against
Saturday
Independents
Grove
nor Laffoon for the Demo&eve
erchestlit this semester • is as membershipss.
-check by the advancement of the
Fourteen unemployed teachers night, January 20.
nomination in 1931.
crat
follows:'
Associate Members follower'. science of meeicine. Dr. Mason
.L1 the house several Western. of the county are befrit given
First Viol,i7:Orm. It Fox,
James W. -Edwards, I. L-.11ar- showed. The average length of Kentucky representatives -were employment making a housing
Caraway...Guthrie man's life has been tremendously
nett. Delon
on thteeeles committee, including survey under the C. W. A. The
Grogan, Bobble 'Lassiter, 0. L. advanced by physicians, he said,
Henry T. Ward. Paducah; Marion work etilpieres home economics
Nape*, -Oserips- Colburn.. Elvis is the past-40-(1.
McCarthy. former Murray College teachers to make the county surIle summarized his address by
Broach. Homer Cohoon.
A Lynn Grove five-composed of
student, Blackford; Gkrland Cun- yey with two in each magisElbert Erwin,' A. T. Camp, stating that the surgeon and
the High settioisie '32 and 43,
terial district.
ningham, Cadiz; Tyler Munfo
•
upon
T.
depend
.1.
longer
Dick.
no
Jesse
physician
Nanny,
The •Lynn Greve Wildcats de- Lester
M'Orgiftifield, and Rudy Fergus**. '=Through this survey the home champions will meet the House
x
feated the Murray Tigers 22-20 Bynum, John B. Phillips. C. A. superstition and personality for LaCenter.
re- of David five at. Lynn Grove Satinen
ret
.... owaer is enabled to make
Marion
Harrell,.
cures-bet rather they
Friday night in the Murray gym. Warren, Ben
urday night, elanuar)e20. Jeffrey's
The
A.
W.
C.
the
through
pairs
prind
struments of, precision
The Timers moved into a lead and Hudseethe Edwin Brownfive won tlee district chemphionfurnished
is
work
the
for
labor
have been proved
ended the half with 11 points to e Lasidon Carr. Ade B. Ezell, ciples that
and in some cases the money ship and hive remitined in ;amHurt, Lowell scientifically true.
Terry Ray. Gus
the visitors 9.
can be borrowed from the C. W. ine condign this year playing
Finney,
H.
Farris,
Hall
Outland.
and
'Grove,
Mc Reynolds, Lyff6
A. to buy the materials. The on various- tadsoendent Ayes.
Faughn. Murray. each counted Ortis Flitches, Edwin Rogers.
The- House - of David has met
worker secure various informaRoocti.
-ClaudeHow residents of tusa.er-boat
- --eight points to tend -the scoring
tion -c cm-eh:1-g the dinditton pf the etillio flee in this county
"Lubie
Hammond,
Clarence
owaers-alopg the shore of Lake
Of the game.%
, water supply and sew- giving them a-severe trampling
the bon,
Arrowhead; California, cooperal• Deektry, Bill Cain, -Carlos PitThe linetlps: light, heat, refrigeration, before the holidays. 1 They have
erage,
——
WalLee
Jones.
Garnett
ed with a motioosepieture comPos. -- Lynn G. man, •
Murray
Reichert,
Gilbert
'laundry, cooking facilities and with - them
won over Benton at
A I mo
pany filming 'location scenes was
8 drop, Harmon Ross, Jamie Ri-chF
Faughs.--8
world's tallest boy, who is 7 feet
the repair.
of
importance
in
23-10
Friday
the
last
night.
Almo
revealed recently ai the ParaCochrum.. 4 - rffson. Coy Andrus, M..0. Page
F
11 inches tall. _
--Weeks,
uneventful game. The
._ Oran Outland, Jesse \Warren, e slow,,
mount studios in Hollywood when
eseselifal
C
McCoy •
Lineup for Lynn Grove in-clues:
impressive
as
not
was
five
Alm°
FlInt. 6 C. W. Kirby. Joe Ed Gifilas, J. C.
the troupe filming the Charters R.
J. D. Rogers anel F. Pogue forYar-beough; 2 G
they,
when
holidays
the
before
as
Rogers' film, "Eight Girls in a
V. Story. 2 Kemp, J. T. Miller. Hugh WalG
- Ruseetl, 2'
wards; R. Pogue and J. SlaughNanny, Charley defeated Benton 39-10.
Louis
Boat,", returned to the studios Stibeeiturelie Murray— Flork.edrop.
ter, centers; B. Cochrum, T.
Lineups:
Gibbs.
Grove.
five
at
weeks
I.
MC
after spending
Lynn
Thurmond,
Cochrum. and J. Sims, guards.
Renton
Pos.
Elder Commodore Breen, of
Merritt Morris. Boyce Norreme, Alum,
mountain resort.
'Tjecott, Paschall, and M. Story.
House of David • lineup:. E.
Jones
•
Joann, 6
eenduet
will
Tenn.,
Fred'
Dresden.
Pogue.
1'O117 -Seherfflue.
Filming the outdoor ecefies,
- /Lee.
Referee: Woodall. -21.
Kolar, J. Vendal, 0, Kolar, GilSanders, 4P
Shroat. 4 Salem
Ordeat
'serviees
Sieltem
G.
preaching
W.
Outland,
Carlton'
Director Richard Wallace had to
High School
Following the
bert Reichert, and William Stein,:
Duke. 2
Maddox, 6
demand perfecf quiet over an Saturday and Sunday, January eke,
game the Murray Menrblers de- Clarence Darnell, Verble Taylor, Moore, 4
.
Stori
in
held
be
will
Services
13-14.
area of four square miles. Motor
feated the "Camp Murray" five- Mefferd Rogers.
The game will start promptly
Brinkley
r..)ceen_
Clifton Roberts; Cecil- Hoe/stole
game was hard
boats operating any place on the the afternoon Saturday and_ at at 7:30 o'clock. A large crowd
The
31-27.
Substitutes: Almo--Beale, L.
The public is
played with the C. C. C. camp. A. C. Hopkins, Kelly Woods. Buriteen, Smith, 3. 'Goodwin, lake interfered with the recording 11 a. m. Sunday.
ix expected to see this net -game.
•Wil- asked to attend the services.
using 16 men against the Mills T. C. Taylor, J. R. Guile Galen Strome Benton: Cooper, 4, Gil- of dialogue between Dorotn
Elaer egott requests that memson, Douglass Montgomery and
rayans who ,used a single sub- Mc ride. Bradley I-I:termite, -Hen- lian.
other members of the cast of bers of the Salem church meet
Bell was the luminary ry Ejlis. J. R. Williams, Mizell
stitute.
C.
S.
M.
Phillips:
Referee:
G-oeche Cliff
this picture. It comes on- Monday him in Murray at noon Saturday,
of. the game at -ward poisition Jeffrey, Taylor
Colley,. Hill
31 Thompion, H. H
Murray's
and Tuesday to the Capitol Thee:
making _16 of
patients have
The followine
—Notice to the public.. On and
tre.
markets). Bell counted ,six field Hurt.
12, 1934, been admitted
to the William
Cooperation of every resident after this date. January
goals and. tour free- tosses-reeponitibie Mason Memorial Hospital during
Well! After the holidays -most
at the- resort was obtained and neither of us will be
This was. the first defeat that
work' for
several sentry_ bhats were posted for any debts or obligations what- the peel week:
the Camp boys have sulfered, this fevery one has pone to
-The Kirksey Eagles .eased up at advantageous points around ever created by our daughter,
C. P. Bradley, Hickman; Bob
I anothef`hew year.
season.
on the Almo five after Almo had
the lake. When the.director was Genie Suratt, or any one else.— Blalock, Brandon; Wade Enoch,
starte&_with a lead and won 29ready to.elljrn a scene, flags were HOMO,' euratt, airs.-ROuser t4uratt. Murray; Rev, James C. Lilly.
-28 in a hard fought game at
Marion, ley.; Mts. Max Churchill,
raised from the boats an all
Kirksey last Saturday night.
Murray; C. R. King, Hickmen.
motor boats stopped.iti their pass- PRFACIILLNG AT PUNTKR'S
Lineups:
The following tattletale have
FLAT tg.TDAY AFTERNOON
age, When the scene was over
Alum,, 241
see 29 Pos.
been discharged from the William
the flags were lowered, and the
Joann,
6
F
Etazzell. 4
Harvey W. Riggs will preach Mason Memorial Hospital during
boatee-completed their trips.
McCuiston, 14 F
Shroat,--8
"Eight - Girls in a Boat" is the at Gunter's Flat again Sunday, the past week:
Maddoi, 5
C
Diem]: 7
C. R. King, Hickman; C. S.
dramatic stpry oft Christa Storm, immediately following the reguMoore, 5
Cunn'ham. 2 G
cloistered in an exclusive girl's lar Sunday School. This is a Vinson, Model, Tenn.; F. E. BenBurkeen: 4
G
Hanley, 2
H. L. King,
,chool, :Where stern rules forbid community service, an dall are nett, Huainan;
Substitutes: Almo---SinIth.
bayited. Come promptly for both Hickman; C. P. Bradlee, Hickromance.
Referee: John Miller, -M. S. C.
man, Wade Enoch. Murray.
Bolder than the others, she services.
break the rule._ Her story,
dares
FIRST M. Re rHURCH
her suffering, her punishment and
subsequent peace and happiness
Lambuth College guabtet it
elements in a stirring
Quartet in are the
Methodist -church.
emotional stoty.
composed of J. B. Stalvey. Geo.
_York, Earl Ramer, and David
Hinkley.
KELLEY SCHOOL HONOR ROLL
The quartet will sing at the
Epweeth League, arid also at
The honor roll of Kelley School
church service,
is as follows:
ititherine Purclont is leader at
First Grade: Annette Webb.
Young People's meeting. C. C. C.
Second Grade, Catherine Cole
boys will be seecial'guests at the and Charles Cole.
evening service.
Fourth Grade: Nell' Caraway,
We have just re1
.
Pastor will preach at both Pearl Cathcart, Lochle Farris, ha
service&
Subject at the morn Gray- Nesbitt, Halton Wtticterson
ceived the very lait
hour "The
Holy Catholic and Charles Stark.
test in new style
Church".
Inez Cathcart,
itizth Grade:
blocks and flanges
Four special !services are being Brenda Cooper.
held for the next four weeks on
Eighth Grader Hattie Lee LasWednesdays. General topics die siter and Lottie.Orr.
• PHONE
cussed; "The Methodist Church
and its Work."
'LAY REPRATED
•0 A. Marrs, Pastor

P.

Jr.Will H. Mason
Talks to Students

"I Yam What I Yam"
FRIDAY NIGHT

ON THE STAGE
LEE CANNON
And
His
CANNON BALLS

Tallest Boy

SCHOOL MARCHES
Presented by
RALPH BRAUSA
and
HIS BOYS

A so

AMATEUR VODVIL

Dam Club Receives
Associate Members.

--Featuring
PHILLIPS McCASLIN
W. B. MOSER
BOWDEN
others
many
and

On the Screen PRIDAY, also SATURDAY
Towering high above
the ship, the monster lashed his tail
three miles astern!

Humphrey, Turner
Get Punishment

Teachers Make
Housing Survey

Back to the Island of
King Kong . .. to
search for buried
gold! You'll see amazing things in

Lynn Grove Meets
House of David Five

Lynn Grove Tops
Tigers, 22-20 Fri.

-"" ROBERT ARMSTRONG
HELEN MACK, FRANK
RE1CHEFt, JOHN MARSTON

Silence Rules 4-Mile
Circle for Cameras

AIM° Netters _Win
. Over Benton, 23-10

-pdcReyonlds,

Also Cartoon and Serial

MONDAY and TUESDAY

SERVICES AT
OLD SALEM

--

4,

Hospital News

With—
Dorothy Wilson
Douglas Montgomery
Kay Johnson
Walter Connolly

Kirksey Eagles Top
Almo Five, 29-28

--

GOING OUT OF I
BUSINESS!
.—:—
HENSLER FASHION SHOP

Also COMEDY and CARTOON,'

WEDNESDAY
THURSDAY

Faithfulto his wife
...in the secret
corniers of his
)wart he lives with
the girl he might
have martbodl

BLOCKINt,
Mat nzakeze

shop
a closing out
. of their
-_ _
_announces
conunencuig
FRIDAY, JANUARY 12th

STYLE

Everything in our shop greatly reduced: Don't fail to avail, yourself of these
wonderful values in Hats, Coats, Dresses,
Lingerie, etc.
,

•

FOR A NEW
HAT

ONE SUNDAY

141

,,---DON'T FORGET THE DATE— JANUARY 12th

KIRKSIRY CliRCIYIT
Preaching at Coldwater Suns y morning, If' o clock. eetb•eet. "Giving Ourserves". , '
, There will beewarvieem 3rd Sun
jeer night at Kirksey. , 1C specie,
fitograrn will be airspeed.
W.- M. Vanelmin, Pastor
,

. MRS. SAM ROBINSON
--,

4",zt:
GARY COOPER

65c

EVERYTHING Mt& BE
.. .
SOLD

4..

TEI.EPHON't 58

"Dt'cfras of Fury" will be 1.4
Rented *pan at Hirksey Hi
,
school on Saturday. bight, Jane
uary .13.'
Se many people requested that
this play be given again.-- Mi.
'Canon and the excellent east decided to present it. again./Eyeeyelse is

woodirod for years
If he'd married the

(\flV
A1PiM
i LiILIN
u vi

Model Cleaners

A Paramount, Picture with

FAY WRAY
NEIL HAMILTON
FRANCES FULLER ROSCOE KARNS
••••••-• ••• •
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